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In the spring of 1931, in a rugged desert canyon on the Arizona-Nevada border, an army of
workmen began one of the most difficult and daring building projects ever undertaken—the
construction of Hoover Dam. Through the worst years of the Great Depression as many as five
thousand laborers toiled twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, to erect the huge structure
that would harness the Colorado River and transform the American West.Construction of the
giant dam was a triumph of human ingenuity, yet the full story of this monumental endeavor has
never been told. Now, in an engrossing, fast-paced narrative, Joseph E. Stevens recounts the
gripping saga of Hoover Dam. Drawing on a wealth of material, including manuscript collections,
government documents, contemporary newspaper and magazine accounts, and personal
interviews and correspondence with men and women who were involved with the construction,
he brings the Hoover Dam adventure to life.Described here in dramatic detail are the deadly
hazards the work crews faced as they hacked and blasted the dam’s foundation out of solid rock;
the bitter political battles and violent labor unrest that threatened to shut the job down; the
deprivation and grinding hardship endured by the workers’ families; the dam builders’ gambling,
drinking, and whoring sprees in nearby Las Vegas; and the stirring triumphs and searing
moments of terror as the massive concrete wedge rose inexorably from the canyon floor.Here,
too, is an unforgettable cast of characters: Henry Kaiser, Warren Bechtel, and Harry Morrison,
the ambitious, headstrong construction executives who gambled fortune and fame on the
Hoover Dam contract; Frank Crowe, the brilliant, obsessed field engineer who relentlessly drove
the work force to finish the dam two and a half years ahead of schedule; Sims Ely, the irascible,
teetotaling eccentric who ruled Boulder City, the straightlaced company town created for the
dam workers by the federal government; and many more men and women whose courage and
sacrifice, greed and frailty, made the dam’s construction a great human, as well as
technological, adventure.Hoover Dam is a compelling, irresistible account of an extraordinary
American epic.

From Publishers WeeklyHoover Dam was the supreme engineering feat of its time (1931-1935),
a triumph of American ingenuity and technology. More than half a century later, even with bigger
and more sophisticated dams, it remains the benchmark, the granddaddy of big dams, yet this is
the first full story of Hoover Dam from conception through construction to completion. Stevens
has written a riveting history that reads like a novel; he captures our attention at the beginning
and holds it throughout. Here is a powerful evocation of Depression times, of shantytowns in the
desert, of hazardous working conditions. Stevens shows us men working in superheated tunnels
permeated with carbon monoxide and daredevil scalers high on the canyon walls. We meet the
chief field engineer Frank Crowe, who got the project completed two years ahead of schedule;



officers of the Six Companies who gambled on the feasibility of building the dam and won; Sims
Ely, dictator of the government town, Boulder City; and much of the labor force. Stevens lays to
rest the lore that workers are buried in concrete; while the accident rate was high, bodies were
always recovered. Superb Americana. Photos.Copyright 1988 Reed Business Information, Inc. --
This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From Library JournalThis fine
monograph about the building of Hoover Dam tells the story from design through construction
and opening of the massive structure. Stevens successfully integrates the engineering history
with the social history of the work force, persuasively arguing for the importance of the dam in
transforming the Southwest and Southern California. Thorough research and brisk writing keep
the narrative well-paced and interesting to general readers. Photos are incorporated within the
text. The only fault is the book's uncritical view of the intensive development of western rivers.
Readers might wish to contrast Stevens's celebratory picture of dam builders with Donald
Worster's pessimistic view ( Rivers of Empire , LJ 2/1/86). James W. Oberly, Univ. of Wisconsin,
Eau ClaireCopyright 1988 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorJoseph E. Stevens, a graduate of Princeton
University, lives in Santa Fe, New Mexico. His first book, Hoover Dam: An American Adventure,
was published by the University of Oklahoma Press in 1988. It received the Western Writers of
America Spur Award, the John H. Dunning Prize of the American Historical Association, and the
W. Turrentine Jackson Prize of the Western History Association.--This text refers to the
paperback edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Hoover DamAn
American AdventureBy Joseph E. StevensUNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
PRESSContentsPreface,1. A River and a Dream,2. "A Deadly Desert Place",3. To Turn a River,4.
Under the Eagle's Wing,5. "Incessant, Monstrous Activity",6. "A Callous, Cruel Lump of
Concrete",7. "Twentieth-Century Marvel",Notes,Bibliography,Index,CHAPTER 1A River and a
DreamWilliam H. Wattis, seventy-two-year-old president of the Utah Construction Company,
builder of railroads, highways, and dams, one of the wealthiest men in the West, was dying of
cancer. Day after day he submitted to the painful injections prescribed by his physicians and
watched for signs of improvement, hoping against hope that some of his old vigor would return.
The ache in his tumor-ravaged hip, the withering of his arms and legs, the lassitude settling like a
shroud over his mind and body only grew worse, however. To his wife, his nurses, and to the
friends who came to visit him in his modest room in San Francisco's St. Francis Hospital, he
continued to protest that he was growing stronger, but it was a transparent lie. Death was the
prognosis, and he knew that his time had almost run out.Swaddled in a cocoon of blankets, he
sat before an open window that commanded a view of the San Francisco skyline; it was March
2, 1931, and warm spring sunshine bathed the city. On the bed beside him, a cigar smoldered in
an ash tray. He reached for it, noting ruefully how the skin on the back of his hand, once taut and
ruddy from long hours outdoors, was now crinkled and sallow. As he puffed on the cigar, his
gaunt cheeks collapsed inward but his head remained fixed and motionless, as if he could not
summon the energy to turn it. Only his eyes, bright blue and sparkling, seemed truly alive.Just



now they were focused on a group of men standing at the foot of his bed. Seeing those erect
figures, heads bobbing in animated conversation, W. H. Wattis forced the joint in his cancerous
hip to shift, putting him in a more upright sitting position. The groan that slipped from his chalky
lips went unheard, drowned out by traffic noise drifting up from Hyde and Bush streets and by
the sound of voices in the crowded hospital room.The exchanges were crisp and rapid fire,
carried on in a strange verbal shorthand that, if transcribed, would have consisted almost
entirely of numbers punctuated by question marks and exclamation points. The numbers, affixed
to units of measurement and containing six, seven, even eight digits, were offered up with casual
assurance or flung down with defiant aggressiveness. Challenges and rebuttals couched in
almost incomprehensible technical jargon, barks of laughter, and gusts of profanity formed a
cacophony that seemed certain to grate on the ears of the pain-wracked old man. But rather
than wincing, W. H. Wattis relaxed. As he settled back in his chair, wreathed by a cloud of cigar
smoke, a faint smile curled the corners of his mouth.Perhaps he was thinking that a cancer ward
was a strange place to hold a business meeting, but then again it was no stranger than a tent or
a railroad car or any number of other peculiar settings in which he had presided over similar get-
togethers during his long career in heavy construction. He was of the old callus-on-the-hands,
dirt-under-the-fingernails school of builders who scoffed at corporate folderol and felt more at
home on a job site than in a boardroom. He could have called this meeting in a broom closet and
the men now surrounding his bed all would have been there, just as eager and just as intent.
Like him they were builders—aggressive, irreverent, incorrigibly ambitious—and they were
preparing to go after the contract of a lifetime, the biggest job any of them had ever tackled: the
construction of Hoover Dam on the Colorado River.Since late 1928, when Congress passed
legislation authorizing it, Hoover Dam had been the dream and nightmare of every civil engineer
and construction executive in the country. The largest dam on the face of the earth and the
linchpin of a grandiose project to corral and harness the waters of the Colorado from the Grand
Canyon to the Gulf of California, it would require organization, logistics, and industrial and
engineering know-how on an unprecedented scale. It was destined to be one of the greatest
monuments to man's ingenuity and conceit ever erected, but before the dream could become
reality there were extraordinary risks to be taken and mighty obstacles to be overcome. The
construction of Hoover Dam would pit men and machines against river and rock; it would be a
battle between human resourcefulness and the raw, elemental forces of nature, fought in a
desert canyon that seemed to have been torn open, carved, and scoured clean, just for this
purpose.For a man on his deathbed, it was a staggering undertaking. Even if the group he led
won the right to build the dam, he would never see it started, much less finished. To stake
fortune and fame on such a perilous venture without any chance of knowing the final outcome
seemed a foolhardy gamble, but W. H. Wattis had committed himself to it in spite of his cancer.
His partners were eager to proceed, and if they were ready to meet the challenge, so was he,
terminal illness or no. Besides, what finer monument could a builder ask for than a dam that
would stand for generations, inspiring wonder in all those who looked at it?The old man's smile



widened into a grin. A great adventure was about to start; yet the prologue had been so rich in
drama and conflict that it could have stood alone as a complete, well-rounded story of
surpassing color and excitement.The protagonist was a river—Río Colorado the Spanish priest
Francisco Garcés had named it in 1776—majestic, beautiful, and possessed of awesome
power, running 1,400 miles through the heart of America's vast desert hinterland. Born of snow
and ice, it rose high in mountain ranges whose names evoked the wild splendor of the alpine
West: Wind River and Medicine Bow; Uinta and Uncompahgre; Sawatch and San Juan. From
peaks and plateaus where brooks carved blue tracks across pristine snowfields, from remote
valleys where cataracts foamed down boulder-lined streambeds, it gathered strength. From
north, south, east, and west, in an area covering seven states and 242,000 square miles,
whitewater tumbled out of the high country in an explosion of sound and spray, pouring into the
skein of tributaries that fed the Colorado.The Green, river of the trappers' rendezvous and
longest of the tributaries, flowed south out of Wyoming's Bridger Basin into northeastern Utah,
swung east into Colorado to meet the Yampa, then turned back into Utah to be joined by the
Duchesne and Uinta rivers. Twisting south, it plunged into Desolation Canyon, gathered up the
waters of the Price and San Rafael, and rolled on toward its confluence, a few miles south of
Grandview Point, with the broad, mud-laden Colorado flowing down from the
northeast.Immense and powerful after its mating with the Green, the Colorado sliced deep into a
series of arid plateaus—the Kaiparowits, Kaibab, and Coconino—laying open a maze of
spectacular canyons. From the northwest the Dirty Devil and Escalante rivers added their flood
to the fast-swelling stream, and from the east came New Mexico's San Juan.Through Glen
Canyon the big river entered Arizona, passed Lee's Ferry, and slashed south into Marble
Canyon, flanked on the east by the Echo Cliffs and the Palisades of the Desert and on the west
by the eroded spires and buttes of the Kaibab and Walhalla plateaus. The Little Colorado arrived
from the sand hills of the Painted Desert after a hundred-mile journey through Navajo country,
bearing the accumulated snowmelt of the White Mountains. Engorged by this fresh surge of
water, the Colorado turned west and dropped into Granite Gorge, cutting through the heart of
Grand Canyon in a series of violent rapids, before rolling on under the Grand Wash Cliffs to a
junction with the Virgin River. Past the silent, shadowy walls of Boulder and Black canyons, it
flowed west, then wheeled south in a broad, sweeping turn to begin its final run to the
sea.Leaving behind the labyrinth of canyons it had incised in the high plateaus, the Colorado
spilled out across the low country under the unrelenting glare of the sun, sliding past the Mojave
and Sonoran deserts. Its last major tributary appeared from the east: Arizona's Gila River,
bearing the waters of the Salt, Santa Cruz, Agua Fría, and Hassayampa. Swollen by this final
flood, the Colorado left the United States south of Yuma, flowed some fifty miles through Mexico,
and spread out into a muddy, brackish delta at the head of the Gulf of California. In tidal sloughs
fourteen thousand feet below the mountaintops where it was born, the river ended its long
journey.The first white men to see the Colorado were the Spanish conquistadors. In 1539 they
sought to ascend the river in search of gold and new territories, but as an avenue of exploration



and a pathway to conquest, it proved a bitter disappointment to them. Its currents battered and
repulsed their boats; its canyons blocked their marches. As the centuries passed, the Spaniards'
curiosity about the Colorado gave way to puzzlement and finally to superstition. For men of
European birth and heritage, the muddy torrent was too wild to master and too alien to
comprehend. It was a source of endless failure and frustration, an unfathomable mystery, and
they made only feeble efforts to chart its course and ponder its possible uses. It would be left to
a new generation of explorers—men less fearful, more analytical, keenly interested in the
commercial potential of the river—to dispel the fog of rumor and legend the Spaniards had
spread over the Colorado and its canyons and to map, measure, and manipulate its
waters.When the territories of California, Arizona, and New Mexico became part of the United
States after the Mexican War in 1848, American officials and private entrepreneurs, their interest
piqued by reports of such adventurers as William Ashley and James O. Pattie, began to think of
the Colorado as a highway of commerce similar to the Missouri or the Mississippi. The War
Department was especially eager to find a waterway that could link its far-flung southwestern
outposts, and in 1857, Lieutenant Joseph C. Ives was ordered to sail up the Colorado and
assess its suitability for steam navigation and its potential as a route for resupplying army
forts.Ives embarked on his voyage in January, 1858, leaving Yuma on the 58-foot steel-hulled
steamboat Explorer. He and his crew of twenty-four struggled northward, encountering snags,
sandbars, shifting currents, and rapidly rising and falling water levels. Four hundred miles
upstream from Yuma, at the lower end of Black Canyon, the Explorer hit a submerged rock and
was damaged badly, but Ives gamely pressed on in a wooden skiff. He reached Las Vegas
Wash, three miles beyond the head of Black Canyon, before turning back.When the Explorer
had been repaired, half of the expedition members boarded it and returned to Yuma; the other
half, led by Ives, marched northeast across the Colorado Plateau to the Grand Canyon, then
southeast across the Painted Desert to Fort Defiance on the Arizona–New Mexico border. In
spite of the obstacles encountered in piloting the Explorer upstream, Ives wrote in his report to
the secretary of war that the Colorado could be used as an avenue to transport supplies as far
as Black Canyon. But of the region beyond, he flatly stated: "Ours was the first, and will
doubtless be the last, party of whites to visit this profitless locality. It seems intended by Nature
that the Colorado River, along the greater portion of its lonely and majestic way, shall be forever
unvisited and undisturbed."Eleven years after Ives wrote those pessimistic lines, John Wesley
Powell, an intrepid, one-armed Civil War veteran, mounted the expedition that finally took the full
measure of the Colorado River and punctured many of the myths and legends that had haunted
its canyons since their discovery by the conquistadors three centuries earlier. Powell's odyssey
of 1869 was one of the great adventures in the annals of world exploration; his second voyage
down the Colorado in 1871, and subsequent geographical and geological surveys of the
Colorado Basin in the mid-1870s, were landmark achievements in the study and interpretation of
the West's natural history.The records of Powell's voyages confirmed Ives's report: commercial
navigation of the Colorado above Black Canyon was impossible. The one-armed major also



agreed with Ives's assessment that most of the Colorado Basin was a "profitless locality" made
virtually uninhabitable by rugged topography and unrelenting aridity. "Only a small portion of the
country is irrigable," wrote Powell, "and practically all values for agriculture inhere, not in the
lands but in the water." He was convinced that development in the Colorado Basin, to the extent
it was possible, would have to conform to the dictates of geography and climate and therefore
would be very modest in scope. This was an eminently logical if not popular conclusion, but what
Powell could not foresee was that in fifty years new technology would permit politicians and land
promoters to alter geography, ignore climate, and pursue a dramatic scheme for agricultural and
urban growth in the Colorado Desert of Southern California.The key to this scheme was a
geological anomaly: a valley beneath the level of the sea. In the very distant past, the Gulf of
California had extended 150 miles farther north than its modern high-tide line. It lapped at the
base of the Orocopia Mountains in the vicinity of present-day Indio and Coachella, California,
and spread back into Mexico, where it filled an oval-shaped bay some fifty miles wide. The
Colorado poured into the gulf's eastern side south of Yuma, where it dropped the cargo of silt it
had carried hundreds of miles. Each year 140,000 acre-feet of silt, enough to cover 214 square
miles with mud a foot deep, was swept past Yuma and dumped into a huge delta at the river's
mouth.Year after year, century after century, the deltaic deposits extended farther and rose
higher until finally they created a natural dam, sealing off the upper end of the gulf and forming a
huge, shallow, saltwater lake. The sun evaporated the lake and gradually exposed the sandy
alluvia that would be known as the Colorado Desert. At the lowest spot, where the receding
water concentrated before it finally was burned away, the Salton Sink, a shimmering, brine-
encrusted depression appeared. The river continued to follow a winding course along the
southeastern rim of the below-sea-level valley, steadily elevating its bed with fresh deposits of
mud. From time to time it overflowed its banks and rushed downward, carving deep channels
through the sand on its way to the Salton Sink, but in most years it meandered lazily to the sea,
leaving the parched valley silent and empty.In the nineteenth century, explorers began to probe
this 2,000-square-mile wasteland, mapping its contours, sampling its soil, and speculating about
its bizarre topography. They found that the desert was bounded on the east by a sixty-mile belt of
wind-blown sand dunes, which they called the Walking Hills, and on the west by the rocky
palisades of the Vallecito and Santa Rosa mountains. Within this outer ring the valley swept
downward to the Salton Sink, three hundred feet below sea level, where midday temperatures
surged past 120 degrees Fahrenheit and hot winds scorched away any hint of moisture.This was
some of the most desolate territory on earth, a place where even reptiles would not go, yet in
1849 and 1850 caravans of fortune hunters, on their way to California to dig for gold, dared to
traverse it. One of the argonauts was Oliver Meredith Wozencraft, a 35-year-old New Orleans
physician who had abandoned his family and his medical practice and set out for the gold fields.
He arrived at Yuma in May, 1849, weak from cholera and the rigors of his ride across Texas and
New Mexico, but grimly determined to push on to the Golconda he was sure awaited him in
California.The four-day journey across the Colorado Desert was always hazardous, but in May,



when the heat was near its zenith, the trip was virtually suicidal. The people of Yuma desperately
wanted a doctor, and they urged Wozencraft to postpone his crossing until fall, when the
temperatures moderated. They hoped that once he recovered from his illness and resumed
practicing medicine he would forget the gold rush and stay in Arizona. But Wozencraft would not
be deterred; joining a group of similarly gold-crazed men, he crossed the Colorado River on a
ferry and rode off on his mule into the sand dunes. The wind and sun soon took their toll, and
two members of the group collapsed. At last perceiving the folly of what they were attempting,
the others turned back, all but the heat-befuddled doctor, who rode on until he reached the east
bank of the Alamo Barranca, one of the dry channels cut by the Colorado in its flood stage.
There he tumbled from his saddle, crawled to the brink, and stared in a delirium at the dusty,
down-sloping riverbed that led north toward the Salton Sink."I felt no distress whatever,"
Wozencraft wrote of his ordeal. "I was perspiring freely and was as limber and helpless as a wet
rag. It was an exhilirating experience.... It was then and there that I first conceived the idea of the
reclamation of the desert." The idea was a hallucination, a vivid dream of water rushing down
the barranca and flowing across the desert to green fields and oases of palm trees. The dream
might have died aborning if one of the doctor's companions had not arrived at that moment with
a full water bag; the man revived Wozencraft, hoisted him onto his mule, and led him back to
Yuma.(Continues...)Excerpted from Hoover Dam by Joseph E. Stevens. Copyright © 1990
Joseph E. Stevens. Excerpted by permission of UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA PRESS.All rights
reserved. No part of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without permission in writing
from the publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the personal use of
visitors to this web site. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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Hoover Dam. (Bureau of Reclamation)HOOVER DAMAN AMERICAN ADVENTUREJOSEPH E.
STEVENSUniversity of Oklahoma PressNorman2800 Venture DriveNorman, Oklahoma
73069Copyright ©1990 Joseph E. Stevens. Published by the University of Oklahoma Press,
Norman, Publishing Division of the University. Manufactured in the U.S.A.All rights reserved. No
part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any
form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise—except
as permitted under Section 107 or 108 of the United States Copyright Act—without the prior
permission of the University of Oklahoma Press.For information about permission to reproduce
selections from this book, write to Permissions, University of Oklahoma Press, 2800 Venture
Drive, Norman, Oklahoma 73069 or email rights.oupress@ou.edu.This eBook was converted
from the original source file by a third-party vendor. Readers who notice any formatting, textual,
or readability issues are encouraged to contact the publisher at
ebooks@ou.edu.ContentsPreface1. A River and a Dream2. “A Deadly Desert Place”3. To Turn a
River4. Under the Eagle’s Wing5. “Incessant, Monstrous Activity”6. “A Callous, Cruel Lump of
Concrete”7. “Twentieth-Century Marvel”NotesBibliographyIndexPrefaceConstruction of Hoover
Dam—the great pyramid of the American West, fount for a twentieth-century oasis civilization—
began in 1931 and was completed in 1936. The first and most important link in a chain of dams,
canals, and aqueducts built to harness the Colorado River, it was the supreme engineering feat
of its day, a soul-stirring architectural and industrial achievement, the ultimate expression of
machine-age America’s ingenuity and technological prowess.More than half a century later, the
white concrete wedge on the Arizona-Nevada border still inspires awe. A new generation of
bigger, more sophisticated engineering marvels has risen, yet Hoover Dam remains the
benchmark, the most famous dam in the world, a monumental and distinctly American
icon.Words and pictures cannot convey the dam’s majestic appearance or its overwhelming
impact—something I discovered when I toured the structure in the fall of 1980. Like thousands of
visitors before me, I was awestruck by the huge, graceful wall of concrete, the gargantuan towers
and tunnels, the steady, full-throated hum of the turbines and transformers. I was stunned, too,
by the enormity of the setting, by the stark, soaring grandeur of the river gorge and the
forbidding red-and-black sweep of the surrounding desert.How, I wondered, could this massive
concrete barrier, its working parts functioning with the smooth precision of a finely crafted
machine, have been built in so rugged and inaccessible a place? What manner of men had
possessed the audacity to undertake such a daunting construction project in the depths of the
Great Depression? How had the thousands of laborers who came to this lonely canyon coped
with the terrible heat, the unforgiving rock, the dangers they faced at every turn? What had it
been like to work and live in this inhospitable landscape during the 1930s?To my surprise, I
found that the answers were not readily available. Much had been written about Hoover Dam’s
political genesis and its economic and environmental effects on the Southwest and southern



California; the structure had been analyzed as a work of architecture and as a modernist symbol;
its size and otherworldly beauty had been celebrated in poems, in essays, and on film. But a
book telling the full story of how the dam was built had not been written, and so my task became
clear.I turned to dusty treatises and yellowing journals, many of them untouched for more than
fifty years; I read through stacks of moldering newspapers and magazines; I examined
thousands of black-and-white construction photographs and plowed through reams of old
records, correspondence, and personal papers. And I listened to the tales—humorous and
heartrending, thrilling and terrifying—of the men who built Hoover Dam with their sweat and
blood.From the dim print, the ghostlike photographic negatives, the fading memories, the shape,
color, and texture of a bygone era emerged, a time when the engineer and the builder were
romantic figures, when taming a wild river was a heroic endeavor, when holding a job and
feeding one’s family was a feat of honor.Against this backdrop, the story of Hoover Dam came to
life. The facts and figures, the anecdotes and images, the sights, sounds, and emotions were
revealed as interconnected elements in a sweeping drama, a technological and human epic, a
great American adventure.In writing this book, I have tried to concentrate on the human
dimensions of Hoover Dam’s construction while not ignoring the details of engineering,
machinery, and construction techniques. It would be impossible to comprehend the dam’s larger
meaning, to understand what motivated its designers, to share the triumphs and tragedies of its
builders, without some understanding of the formidable technical obstacles that were
encountered and overcome at the dam site.While researching and writing the Hoover Dam story,
I, too, faced many obstacles, barriers that would have been insurmountable without the help of
many individuals. For their knowledge, assistance, and patience, I would like to thank the
librarians and support staff of the James R. Dickinson Library Special Collections Department at
the University of Nevada–Las Vegas; the Boulder City Library; the Nevada State Historical
Museum Library; the Library of the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Lower Colorado Region; the
University of Nevada–Reno Oral History Program; the National Archives and Federal Records
Centers at Denver, Colorado, and Laguna Niguel, California; and the New Mexico State Library.I
owe a special debt of gratitude to Bethe Visick and Gene Hertzog, of the Bureau of Reclamation
Photo Laboratory, in Boulder City, for helping me collect hundreds of construction-era
photographs, some of which are reproduced in this book; to Julian Rhinehart, regional public
affairs officer, Bureau of Reclamation, Lower Colorado Region, for answering many questions
about the dam, its day-to-day operations, and steps taken in recent years to upgrade it; to Frank
Wright and David Millman, of the Nevada Historical Museum Library, for compiling the Las
Vegas Review-Journal index, an invaluable research tool; to Professor Imre Sutton for reading
and commenting on parts of the manuscript; to Dennis McBride, historian, writer, and video
producer, for sharing his knowledge of Boulder City and photographs from his extensive
collection; to John Meursinge, engineer and Hoover Dam construction worker, for allowing me to
read and quote from his unpublished memoirs; and to Marion Allen, Steve Bechtel, Sr., Teddy
Fenton, Elton Garrett, and Red Wixon for sharing their memories, which have added



immeasurably to this book.Finally, to my mother and father and to my wife, Anastasia, I would
like to express my deep gratitude and love. Without their encouragement and unwavering
support, I could never have started, much less finished, this book.JOSEPH E. STEVENSSanta
Fe, New MexicoThe Colorado River Basin. (Bureau of Reclamation)CHAPTER ONEA River and
a DreamWilliam H. Wattis, seventy-two-year-old president of the Utah Construction Company,
builder of railroads, highways, and dams, one of the wealthiest men in the West, was dying of
cancer. Day after day he submitted to the painful injections prescribed by his physicians and
watched for signs of improvement, hoping against hope that some of his old vigor would return.
The ache in his tumor-ravaged hip, the withering of his arms and legs, the lassitude settling like a
shroud over his mind and body only grew worse, however. To his wife, his nurses, and to the
friends who came to visit him in his modest room in San Francisco’s St. Francis Hospital, he
continued to protest that he was growing stronger, but it was a transparent lie. Death was the
prognosis, and he knew that his time had almost run out.Swaddled in a cocoon of blankets, he
sat before an open window that commanded a view of the San Francisco skyline; it was March
2, 1931, and warm spring sunshine bathed the city. On the bed beside him, a cigar smoldered in
an ash tray. He reached for it, noting ruefully how the skin on the back of his hand, once taut and
ruddy from long hours outdoors, was now crinkled and sallow. As he puffed on the cigar, his
gaunt cheeks collapsed inward but his head remained fixed and motionless, as if he could not
summon the energy to turn it. Only his eyes, bright blue and sparkling, seemed truly alive.Just
now they were focused on a group of men standing at the foot of his bed. Seeing those erect
figures, heads bobbing in animated conversation, W. H. Wattis forced the joint in his cancerous
hip to shift, putting him in a more upright sitting position. The groan that slipped from his chalky
lips went unheard, drowned out by traffic noise drifting up from Hyde and Bush streets and by
the sound of voices in the crowded hospital room.The exchanges were crisp and rapid fire,
carried on in a strange verbal shorthand that, if transcribed, would have consisted almost
entirely of numbers punctuated by question marks and exclamation points. The numbers, affixed
to units of measurement and containing six, seven, even eight digits, were offered up with casual
assurance or flung down with defiant aggressiveness. Challenges and rebuttals couched in
almost incomprehensible technical jargon, barks of laughter, and gusts of profanity formed a
cacophony that seemed certain to grate on the ears of the pain-wracked old man. But rather
than wincing, W. H. Wattis relaxed. As he settled back in his chair, wreathed by a cloud of cigar
smoke, a faint smile curled the corners of his mouth.Perhaps he was thinking that a cancer ward
was a strange place to hold a business meeting, but then again it was no stranger than a tent or
a railroad car or any number of other peculiar settings in which he had presided over similar get-
togethers during his long career in heavy construction. He was of the old callus-on-the-hands,
dirt-under-the-fingernails school of builders who scoffed at corporate folderol and felt more at
home on a job site than in a boardroom. He could have called this meeting in a broom closet and
the men now surrounding his bed all would have been there, just as eager and just as intent.
Like him they were builders—aggressive, irreverent, incorrigibly ambitious—and they were



preparing to go after the contract of a lifetime, the biggest job any of them had ever tackled: the
construction of Hoover Dam on the Colorado River.1Since late 1928, when Congress passed
legislation authorizing it, Hoover Dam had been the dream and nightmare of every civil engineer
and construction executive in the country. The largest dam on the face of the earth and the
linchpin of a grandiose project to corral and harness the waters of the Colorado from the Grand
Canyon to the Gulf of California, it would require organization, logistics, and industrial and
engineering know-how on an unprecedented scale. It was destined to be one of the greatest
monuments to man’s ingenuity and conceit ever erected, but before the dream could become
reality there were extraordinary risks to be taken and mighty obstacles to be overcome. The
construction of Hoover Dam would pit men and machines against river and rock; it would be a
battle between human resourcefulness and the raw, elemental forces of nature, fought in a
desert canyon that seemed to have been torn open, carved, and scoured clean, just for this
purpose.For a man on his deathbed, it was a staggering undertaking. Even if the group he led
won the right to build the dam, he would never see it started, much less finished. To stake
fortune and fame on such a perilous venture without any chance of knowing the final outcome
seemed a foolhardy gamble, but W. H. Wattis had committed himself to it in spite of his cancer.
His partners were eager to proceed, and if they were ready to meet the challenge, so was he,
terminal illness or no. Besides, what finer monument could a builder ask for than a dam that
would stand for generations, inspiring wonder in all those who looked at it?The old man’s smile
widened into a grin. A great adventure was about to start; yet the prologue had been so rich in
drama and conflict that it could have stood alone as a complete, well-rounded story of
surpassing color and excitement.The protagonist was a river—Río Colorado the Spanish priest
Francisco Garcés had named it in 1776—majestic, beautiful, and possessed of awesome
power, running 1,400 miles through the heart of America’s vast desert hinterland.2 Born of snow
and ice, it rose high in mountain ranges whose names evoked the wild splendor of the alpine
West: Wind River and Medicine Bow; Uinta and Uncompahgre; Sawatch and San Juan. From
peaks and plateaus where brooks carved blue tracks across pristine snowfields, from remote
valleys where cataracts foamed down boulder-lined streambeds, it gathered strength. From
north, south, east, and west, in an area covering seven states and 242,000 square miles,
whitewater tumbled out of the high country in an explosion of sound and spray, pouring into the
skein of tributaries that fed the Colorado.The Green, river of the trappers’ rendezvous and
longest of the tributaries, flowed south out of Wyoming’s Bridger Basin into northeastern Utah,
swung east into Colorado to meet the Yampa, then turned back into Utah to be joined by the
Duchesne and Uinta rivers. Twisting south, it plunged into Desolation Canyon, gathered up the
waters of the Price and San Rafael, and rolled on toward its confluence, a few miles south of
Grandview Point, with the broad, mud-laden Colorado flowing down from the
northeast.Immense and powerful after its mating with the Green, the Colorado sliced deep into a
series of arid plateaus—the Kaiparowits, Kaibab, and Coconino—laying open a maze of
spectacular canyons. From the northwest the Dirty Devil and Escalante rivers added their flood



to the fast-swelling stream, and from the east came New Mexico’s San Juan.Through Glen
Canyon the big river entered Arizona, passed Lee’s Ferry, and slashed south into Marble
Canyon, flanked on the east by the Echo Cliffs and the Palisades of the Desert and on the west
by the eroded spires and buttes of the Kaibab and Walhalla plateaus. The Little Colorado arrived
from the sand hills of the Painted Desert after a hundred-mile journey through Navajo country,
bearing the accumulated snowmelt of the White Mountains. Engorged by this fresh surge of
water, the Colorado turned west and dropped into Granite Gorge, cutting through the heart of
Grand Canyon in a series of violent rapids, before rolling on under the Grand Wash Cliffs to a
junction with the Virgin River. Past the silent, shadowy walls of Boulder and Black canyons, it
flowed west, then wheeled south in a broad, sweeping turn to begin its final run to the
sea.Leaving behind the labyrinth of canyons it had incised in the high plateaus, the Colorado
spilled out across the low country under the unrelenting glare of the sun, sliding past the Mojave
and Sonoran deserts. Its last major tributary appeared from the east: Arizona’s Gila River,
bearing the waters of the Salt, Santa Cruz, Agua Fría, and Hassayampa. Swollen by this final
flood, the Colorado left the United States south of Yuma, flowed some fifty miles through Mexico,
and spread out into a muddy, brackish delta at the head of the Gulf of California. In tidal sloughs
fourteen thousand feet below the mountaintops where it was born, the river ended its long
journey.The first white men to see the Colorado were the Spanish conquistadors. In 1539 they
sought to ascend the river in search of gold and new territories, but as an avenue of exploration
and a pathway to conquest, it proved a bitter disappointment to them. Its currents battered and
repulsed their boats; its canyons blocked their marches. As the centuries passed, the Spaniards’
curiosity about the Colorado gave way to puzzlement and finally to superstition. For men of
European birth and heritage, the muddy torrent was too wild to master and too alien to
comprehend. It was a source of endless failure and frustration, an unfathomable mystery, and
they made only feeble efforts to chart its course and ponder its possible uses. It would be left to
a new generation of explorers—men less fearful, more analytical, keenly interested in the
commercial potential of the river—to dispel the fog of rumor and legend the Spaniards had
spread over the Colorado and its canyons and to map, measure, and manipulate its
waters.When the territories of California, Arizona, and New Mexico became part of the United
States after the Mexican War in 1848, American officials and private entrepreneurs, their interest
piqued by reports of such adventurers as William Ashley and James O. Pattie, began to think of
the Colorado as a highway of commerce similar to the Missouri or the Mississippi. The War
Department was especially eager to find a waterway that could link its far-flung southwestern
outposts, and in 1857, Lieutenant Joseph C. Ives was ordered to sail up the Colorado and
assess its suitability for steam navigation and its potential as a route for resupplying army
forts.Ives embarked on his voyage in January, 1858, leaving Yuma on the 58-foot steel-hulled
steamboat Explorer. He and his crew of twenty-four struggled northward, encountering snags,
sandbars, shifting currents, and rapidly rising and falling water levels. Four hundred miles
upstream from Yuma, at the lower end of Black Canyon, the Explorer hit a submerged rock and



was damaged badly, but Ives gamely pressed on in a wooden skiff. He reached Las Vegas
Wash, three miles beyond the head of Black Canyon, before turning back.When the Explorer
had been repaired, half of the expedition members boarded it and returned to Yuma; the other
half, led by Ives, marched northeast across the Colorado Plateau to the Grand Canyon, then
southeast across the Painted Desert to Fort Defiance on the Arizona–New Mexico border. In
spite of the obstacles encountered in piloting the Explorer upstream, Ives wrote in his report to
the secretary of war that the Colorado could be used as an avenue to transport supplies as far
as Black Canyon. But of the region beyond, he flatly stated: “Ours was the first, and will
doubtless be the last, party of whites to visit this profitless locality. It seems intended by Nature
that the Colorado River, along the greater portion of its lonely and majestic way, shall be forever
unvisited and undisturbed.”3Eleven years after Ives wrote those pessimistic lines, John Wesley
Powell, an intrepid, one-armed Civil War veteran, mounted the expedition that finally took the full
measure of the Colorado River and punctured many of the myths and legends that had haunted
its canyons since their discovery by the conquistadors three centuries earlier. Powell’s odyssey
of 1869 was one of the great adventures in the annals of world exploration; his second voyage
down the Colorado in 1871, and subsequent geographical and geological surveys of the
Colorado Basin in the mid-1870s, were landmark achievements in the study and interpretation of
the West’s natural history.The records of Powell’s voyages confirmed Ives’s report: commercial
navigation of the Colorado above Black Canyon was impossible. The one-armed major also
agreed with Ives’s assessment that most of the Colorado Basin was a “profitless locality” made
virtually uninhabitable by rugged topography and unrelenting aridity. “Only a small portion of the
country is irrigable,” wrote Powell, “and practically all values for agriculture inhere, not in the
lands but in the water.”4 He was convinced that development in the Colorado Basin, to the
extent it was possible, would have to conform to the dictates of geography and climate and
therefore would be very modest in scope. This was an eminently logical if not popular
conclusion, but what Powell could not foresee was that in fifty years new technology would
permit politicians and land promoters to alter geography, ignore climate, and pursue a dramatic
scheme for agricultural and urban growth in the Colorado Desert of Southern California.The key
to this scheme was a geological anomaly: a valley beneath the level of the sea. In the very
distant past, the Gulf of California had extended 150 miles farther north than its modern high-
tide line. It lapped at the base of the Orocopia Mountains in the vicinity of present-day Indio and
Coachella, California, and spread back into Mexico, where it filled an oval-shaped bay some fifty
miles wide. The Colorado poured into the gulf’s eastern side south of Yuma, where it dropped
the cargo of silt it had carried hundreds of miles. Each year 140,000 acre-feet of silt, enough to
cover 214 square miles with mud a foot deep, was swept past Yuma and dumped into a huge
delta at the river’s mouth.Year after year, century after century, the deltaic deposits extended
farther and rose higher until finally they created a natural dam, sealing off the upper end of the
gulf and forming a huge, shallow, saltwater lake. The sun evaporated the lake and gradually
exposed the sandy alluvia that would be known as the Colorado Desert. At the lowest spot,



where the receding water concentrated before it finally was burned away, the Salton Sink, a
shimmering, brine-encrusted depression appeared. The river continued to follow a winding
course along the southeastern rim of the below-sea-level valley, steadily elevating its bed with
fresh deposits of mud. From time to time it overflowed its banks and rushed downward, carving
deep channels through the sand on its way to the Salton Sink, but in most years it meandered
lazily to the sea, leaving the parched valley silent and empty.In the nineteenth century, explorers
began to probe this 2,000-square-mile wasteland, mapping its contours, sampling its soil, and
speculating about its bizarre topography. They found that the desert was bounded on the east by
a sixty-mile belt of wind-blown sand dunes, which they called the Walking Hills, and on the west
by the rocky palisades of the Vallecito and Santa Rosa mountains. Within this outer ring the
valley swept downward to the Salton Sink, three hundred feet below sea level, where midday
temperatures surged past 120 degrees Fahrenheit and hot winds scorched away any hint of
moisture.This was some of the most desolate territory on earth, a place where even reptiles
would not go, yet in 1849 and 1850 caravans of fortune hunters, on their way to California to dig
for gold, dared to traverse it. One of the argonauts was Oliver Meredith Wozencraft, a 35-year-
old New Orleans physician who had abandoned his family and his medical practice and set out
for the gold fields.5 He arrived at Yuma in May, 1849, weak from cholera and the rigors of his
ride across Texas and New Mexico, but grimly determined to push on to the Golconda he was
sure awaited him in California.The four-day journey across the Colorado Desert was always
hazardous, but in May, when the heat was near its zenith, the trip was virtually suicidal. The
people of Yuma desperately wanted a doctor, and they urged Wozencraft to postpone his
crossing until fall, when the temperatures moderated. They hoped that once he recovered from
his illness and resumed practicing medicine he would forget the gold rush and stay in Arizona.
But Wozencraft would not be deterred; joining a group of similarly gold-crazed men, he crossed
the Colorado River on a ferry and rode off on his mule into the sand dunes. The wind and sun
soon took their toll, and two members of the group collapsed. At last perceiving the folly of what
they were attempting, the others turned back, all but the heat-befuddled doctor, who rode on
until he reached the east bank of the Alamo Barranca, one of the dry channels cut by the
Colorado in its flood stage. There he tumbled from his saddle, crawled to the brink, and stared in
a delirium at the dusty, down-sloping riverbed that led north toward the Salton Sink.“I felt no
distress whatever,” Wozencraft wrote of his ordeal. “I was perspiring freely and was as limber and
helpless as a wet rag. It was an exhilirating experience. . . . It was then and there that I first
conceived the idea of the reclamation of the desert.”6 The idea was a hallucination, a vivid
dream of water rushing down the barranca and flowing across the desert to green fields and
oases of palm trees. The dream might have died aborning if one of the doctor’s companions had
not arrived at that moment with a full water bag; the man revived Wozencraft, hoisted him onto
his mule, and led him back to Yuma.Wozencraft soon recovered from the effects of sunstroke,
but he could not forget the mirage he had seen on the edge of the barranca. He questioned the
people of Yuma and was told that when the Colorado was at flood stage, water did indeed run



down the Alamo and New River channels and other smaller arroyos into the Salton Sink. He
looked again at the heavily silted banks of the river and at the desert plain below and was struck
by a simple yet wholly original idea: if he could dig a ditch through the riverbank to the Alamo
Barranca, gravity would draw the waters of the Colorado down into the desert, causing the fertile
soil to sprout the green paradise he had seen in his delirium.Wozencraft eventually traveled to
California, but by then he had forgotten the gold rush. In the cool climate of the Pacific coast he
dreamed of the burning desert and began to work to make his idea of reclamation a reality.
Large-scale irrigation was virtually unknown in the United States in the middle of the nineteenth
century, but with common sense and the help of a surveyor named Ebenezer Hadley, the doctor
devised a plan for dredging the Alamo Barranca, linking it to the Colorado, and diverting the
water through side canals so that it would nourish fields throughout the desert valley.The
feasibility of his plan was soon confirmed by a government geologist, William P. Blake, who
surveyed the Colorado Desert for a railroad route. “The Colorado River is like the Nile,” Blake
wrote. “If a supply of water could be obtained for irrigation, it is probable that the greater part of
the desert could be made to yield crops of almost any kind. By deepening the channel of the
New River . . . a constant supply could be furnished to the interior portions of the desert.”7Blake’s
report was not entirely optimistic, however; it cautioned that diversion of the Colorado might lead
to uncontrolled flooding of the Salton Sink. Wozencraft, now completely enthralled by the
commercial potential of his plan, chose to embrace Blake’s comments about an American Nile
and ignore the warning of potential disaster. He busied himself establishing a land company and
getting himself elected to the California legislature, where he planned to drum up support for his
irrigation scheme.During the gold rush years, the doctor generated little interest among fellow
lawmakers for his reclamation proposals, but he never stopped lobbying or accumulating
political favors. Finally, in 1859, his persistence paid off. The legislature passed a bill giving him
title to ten million acres of the Colorado Desert and its blessing for his irrigation scheme. The bill
also provided that California’s congressional delegation would work to secure federal rights to
the land for Wozencraft.With an empire almost in his grasp, the doctor hurried to Washington,
where for three years he lobbied the House Public Lands Committee, marshaling every bit of
evidence and bringing forward every cooperative witness he could find to support his project. On
May 27, 1862, his land bill was reported favorably to the House by the committee chairman, but
the majority was unconvinced; as Wozencraft watched in dismay from the gallery, the bill was
killed.Penniless and heartbroken, he returned to California to resume the practice of medicine,
but the alluring vision of a garden in the desert continued to haunt him. As the years passed, he
convinced himself that the legislation awarding him ten million acres had failed not because of
its merits but because Congress was preoccupied with the Civil War. In 1887, at the age of
seventy-three, he returned to Washington and again presented his land bill, only to see it
derided in committee as the “fantastic folly of an old man.” Several days later, Wozencraft, now
broken in body as well as spirit, died of a heart attack in a Washington boardinghouse. The
visionary was dead, but his dream of irrigating the Colorado Desert survived and was seized



upon by a new generation of would-be empire builders. The triumphant realization of this dream,
the fabulous results it produced, and the incredible natural disaster it unleashed ultimately would
lead to the construction of Hoover Dam.In 1892, Charles Robinson Rockwood, a young surveyor
and irrigation engineer, came to Yuma in the company of a Denver land promoter named John
Beatty.8 The purpose of his visit was to assess the agricultural potential of a million-acre tract
that Beatty held title to in the Mexican state of Sonora. Rockwood quickly determined that
Beatty’s scheme for irrigating his Mexican land with Colorado River water was impossible, but
disappointment gave way to excitement when he crossed the stream into California, hiked
through the Walking Hills to the edge of the Colorado Desert, and saw what Wozencraft had
seen forty-three years earlier: the rich, alluvial soil could be watered by digging a canal through
the natural levee of the Colorado’s west bank and letting part of the river flow down into the
gently sloping valley. Gravity would do all the work. A network of ditches and a few headgates to
regulate the discharge were all that was needed to transform the desert into an agricultural
paradise. He and Beatty would make a fortune by selling water to the thousands of farmers who
would rush to stake a claim to this cheap and incredibly fertile land once its potential had been
demonstrated.While Beatty went east to raise money, Rockwood organized a survey crew and
plunged off into the desert to map out a route for the main irrigation canal. From the standpoint
of topography, his canal layout was masterful: it took full advantage of the Alamo Barranca to
bypass the sandy barrier of the Walking Hills and to minimize digging. Politically, however, it was
ill conceived. The Alamo wandered fifty miles into Mexico before recrossing the California border
and running into the Salton Sink. This Mexican bottleneck was destined to cause forty years of
international strife, but Rockwood did not foresee the problem. He was an engineer, not a
politician, and all he cared about was finding the most efficient route for his canal.When
Rockwood returned from his three-month sojourn in the desert, he learned that Beatty had been
using the irrigation and land development scheme to swindle gullible investors. Disgusted, he
severed his relationship with the Denver con man, recruited new partners, founded the California
Development Company (commonly referred to as the CDC), and went east himself to raise
working capital by selling stock. It proved much more difficult than he had anticipated. The Panic
of 1893, the collapse of the silver standard, and the outbreak of the Spanish-American War in
1898 combined to thwart his efforts; after seven years of frustration, he was about to give up
when a well-heeled investor suddenly materialized to rescue his irrigation project.The investor
was George Chaffey, a financier and engineer who had made a fortune planting orange groves
in the Los Angeles area. He knew what irrigation could do, and after determining that the alluvial
soil of the Colorado Desert was as rich as had been claimed, he decided to underwrite
construction of Rockwood’s canal with a $150,000 check. Dirt began to fly and printing presses
began to clatter, cranking out pie-in-the-sky promotional literature in which the sinister names
Colorado Desert and Salton Sink were replaced with the grandiose title Imperial Valley. In the
Imperial Valley, trumpeted the brochures and handbills, was the richest farmland in the United
States, available for purchase under the provisions of the Desert Land Act in tracts of up to 320



acres at just $1.25 an acre. All that was needed to make the valley a Garden of Eden was water,
which soon would be available courtesy of the California Development Company. Bewitched by
the siren song of bountiful harvests and soaring land values, thousands of prospective settlers
flocked to the desert aboard CDC-chartered trains. They were met at the railhead by CDC
representatives and harangued about the Imperial Valley’s fabulous future and the need to act
quickly before the entire wonderland was snapped up.It took great faith to move to the desert
valley during the summer and fall of 1900, for there still was not a drop of water and, as a
consequence, no visible sign that anything other than gnarled scrub would grow in the cracked,
bone-dry soil. Nevertheless the homesteaders came, arriving in wooden wagons with their
horses, chickens, and cows. They lived in tents and brush wickiups in shantytowns that sprang
into existence overnight and sported such brave names as Imperial, Calexico, Blue Lake, and
Brawley. Enduring heat and blinding sandstorms, they fanned out into the valley each day to
clear the mesquite and greasewood from their plots and to await the promised water.Rockwood
and Chaffey finished their canal in the spring of 1901, and on May 14 a rickety wooden headgate
was lifted and the muddy red waters of the Colorado gurgled into the unlined ditch and swirled
toward the Imperial Valley some sixty miles away. “Water Is King: Here Is Its Kingdom!” blared
the Imperial Press, the valley’s first newspaper. The settlers, now some 1,500 strong, began
preparing their land for planting. As quickly as the grid of irrigation ditches and laterals was
extended northward into the valley, fields were brought into production and the miracle that Dr.
Wozencraft and Charles Rockwood had dreamed of came to pass.The transformation was
astonishing. By 1904 the population of Imperial Valley had grown to 7,000 and its agricultural
production was outstripping even the wildest forecasts of the CDC promoters. The value of the
barley crop was estimated at $150,000; alfalfa, $125,000; dairy products, $100,000; cattle feed,
$75,000; and various other crops, including fruits, vegetables, honey, and poultry, $700,000. Ten
thousand head of cattle were grazing on Imperial Valley pastureland and almost as many hogs
were being fattened in valley feedlots. Experimental plantings of melons and cotton had been
very successful, and hopes were high that their value soon would equal or exceed that of
established crops. It seemed that the cornucopia of Imperial Valley might prove bottomless, and
the delight and optimism of the inhabitants knew no bounds. Exulted one valley farmer:I come
from a real fairyland,Whose children are sure a happy band,Who when they reach our fertile
shoreSeldom leave it. They weep no more. . . .Three hundred feet beneath the sea,Where hearts
beat fast and the blood runs free,Where you live like a live one, and when you dieThey plant you
under the alkali.9It was a time of prosperity and high spirits, but the boom was built on an
unreliable foundation: a flimsy system of gates and canals and a wild river flowing within easy
striking distance just over the horizon.The first sign that the fairyland actually might be a fool’s
paradise appeared in the spring of 1904. Three years had passed since the opening of
Rockwood’s irrigation canal, and the vast burden of sediment the river dropped every day had
clogged a four-mile stretch of the watercourse. When the river next slackened in fall and winter,
the flow through the canal would be completely choked off and a fortune in crops would die of



thirst. Charles Rockwood tried to solve the problem with brush dams to raise the river’s level and
a sluicing scheme to clear the canal; both efforts failed. Telltale swatches of yellow and brown
began to appear in once uniformly green fields, and creditors made the rounds trying to collect
overdue loans. A wave of anger and dismay, as strong as the previous year’s flush of joy and
optimism, swept across the Imperial Valley.Rockwood and his CDC partners were desperate;
not only did they face a blizzard of lawsuits for failing to deliver water as contracted for, but the
United States government, in the form of the recently established Reclamation Service, was
vigorously challenging their irrigation monopoly on the Colorado River. A bold expedient was hit
upon: they would open a new canal to bypass the silted one, locating it in Mexico, where the U.S.
government would not be able to interfere with its operation. The plan killed two birds with one
stone, but it was fraught with danger. At the point where the intake was to be cut, the delta was
flat and broad and the river snaked over it freely, running between crumbling banks that were
only a few feet high. It was clear that the channel had shifted during the spring high-water
season and would do so again when the next flood came downriver, perhaps choosing the
freshly excavated canal as its new route. Normally such an occurrence could be prevented by
closing a headgate at the canal’s mouth, but because the CDC was on the brink of bankruptcy
there was no money to build one.Rockwood knew it was irresponsible to dig a canal without a
headgate, especially at this site, where the grade of the canal as it ran north toward Imperial
Valley would be much steeper than the grade of the riverbed leading south to the sea. To breach
the bank was to invite the river to abandon its course and pour, in an uncontrollable and perhaps
unstoppable rush, into its prehistoric repository, the Salton Sink. Such an event would have
disastrous consequences, including the possibility that the stream might never find its way back
to the Gulf of California, creating instead a vast inland sea. Rockwood had to do something to
stave off financial ruin, however, so he proceeded with the excavation of the Mexican intake and
the new canal.At first the gamble seemed to have paid off. Water flowed freely through the fields
around Brawley, Imperial, and Calexico, talk of lawsuits died away, and the valley returned to
business as usual. But whether they knew it or not, the farmers, the CDC directors, and Charles
Rockwood were living on borrowed time. During the valley’s first four years the Colorado had
been deceptively placid, feeding the canals and ditches when and where the engineers wanted
it to. While troublesome, its transgressions had been manageable. Silting and occasional low
water were predictable and could be dealt with if money and manpower were available. A major
winter flood, on the other hand, could neither be foreseen nor be controlled, and that was
precisely what the Colorado now unleashed.It began in early March in the Arizona mountains
with torrential rains that turned the Gila into a raging torrent and sent a powerful surge of water
roaring down the Colorado. Carried along by the muddy wave was an uprooted oak tree,
spinning and rolling like a matchstick. It rushed downstream on the breast of the flood until fate
drove it hard into the riverbank at the mouth of the CDC’s Mexican intake. In a matter of minutes
it spawned a whirlpool that cut into the canal opening, widening it with lightning speed and
permitting a solid wall of water to barrel through and race toward the Imperial Valley.When the



flood finally subsided, the intake had been turned into a gaping channel sixty feet wide. Fearing
the worst, Rockwood and his colleagues began constructing a brush and sandbag dam to close
the opening permanently, but on March 18, just as they were finishing, another flash flood
struck, bursting through their barrier, ripping at the banks of the canal, and spreading the breach
another ninety feet.Again Rockwood’s crews tried to close the gap, but it was a futile effort. The
river was in charge now, and with the summer flood season just ahead and a yawning cut ready
to draw the water into the Imperial Valley, disaster was all but assured. The flood crests came,
striking with trip-hammer speed, slashing the crevasse deeper and deeper, and sending more
and more water into the Salton Sink, where a dirty lake was beginning to form. The coup de
grace came in November, 1905, in the form of a torrent that blasted through the Mexican intake
at 150,000 cubic feet per second and turned the Salton Sink into the Salton Sea, 150 square
miles of water sixty feet deep.The Colorado had now abandoned its former course and was
flowing unchecked into Imperial Valley. Thoroughly discredited, Rockwood and his partners
transferred most of the CDC’s stock to the Southern Pacific Railroad, which was earning large
profits from Imperial Valley traffic. While Southern Pacific officials pondered how best to curb the
wild river, the situation worsened. Floodwaters opened the Mexican intake a half-mile wide,
drowned thousands of acres, and rendered thousands more forever barren.Most terrifying of all
was the natural phenomenon known as the cutback. It began as a small waterfall not far from the
place where the Colorado was pouring into the Salton Sea. The sandy soil that formed the lip of
the falls was too loose and powdery to withstand the force of the water churning over it, and it
collapsed, widening and deepening the falls. Seeking to equalize its descent, the river kept
eating its way backward from its lowest point, the Salton Sea, toward its highest point, the
Mexican intake. Like a ripsaw tearing through rotten wood, the Colorado cut back through the
desert at the rate of more than a mile a day. The waterfall’s height increased rapidly and
eventually reached a hundred feet. Its location was marked by a towering cloud of dust and
spray, and its roar could be heard miles away. If the cutback reached the intake, the falls would
be three hundred feet high and the river channel so deep that the Colorado would never be able
to return to the sea. Some geologists were predicting that the cutback would not stop there but
would continue upstream, destroying Yuma, carving out a canyon one mile deep and several
hundred miles long, and eventually inundating southwestern Arizona and southeastern
California. The river had to be turned before this catastrophe occurred.Under intense pressure
from President Theodore Roosevelt, E. H. Harriman, owner of the Southern Pacific, opened his
checkbook and ordered his engineers to stop the Colorado at all costs. Every Southern Pacific
freight train in the Southwest was made available to haul timber, rock, and other supplies to the
scene, and four hundred Mexican Indians were hired to help the railroad crews. A bridge, set on
100-foot pilings, was thrown across the intake and rock dumping began. On February 10, 1907,
after seven weeks of nonstop dumping, the breach was closed. It had taken two years and three
million dollars to push the Colorado back into its former channel, running to the Gulf of
California.The Imperial Valley farmers tallied their losses: millions of dollars’ worth of crops either



drowned or dead of thirst, thousands of acres scalped by rampaging floodwaters, and an
irrigation system reduced to a shambles by silt and stupidity. The scale of the devastation was
breathtaking and the prospects for recovery discouraging, but there was no thought of letting the
valley return to desert. The memory of its bounty and the vision of ever more plentiful harvests
ripening in the years to come, was too strong for that. The valley dwellers had glimpsed the
wealth that might be theirs and were determined to stick it out, battling nature to secure that
golden future.The Colorado would be a bullying, exasperating opponent. Less than two years
after the Southern Pacific’s herculean struggle to corral the river, it ran wild again, flooding into
Volcano Lake on the Imperial Valley’s southeastern edge and threatening a replay of the 1905–
1907 deluge. Congress made an emergency flood control appropriation of $1 million in 1910,
and a chain of earthen levees was thrown across the breach, affording the valley a temporary
and rather shaky measure of security. As if to mock the Lilliputians who struggled to control its
gargantuan outbursts, the Colorado then went from flood to drought, and the valley residents’
fear of too much water became one of too little. When the farmers built a brush weir across the
stream to raise its level and divert it into their irrigation canal, water from a flash flood backed up
behind the weir and inundated Yuma.Meanwhile, heavy silting raised the elevation of the
Colorado’s channel so rapidly that the protective levees were in danger of being swamped.
There was nothing to do but keep raising them, for each year the river laid down another foot of
mud. To make matters worse, the levees, the intake, and miles of the canal were in Mexican
territory, subject to the whims of the local alcaldes, who made life miserable for the crews that
had to cross and recross the border to maintain and repair the irrigation system. In time, much of
the paranoia and hostility traceable to the Imperial Valley’s precarious natural position came to
be focused on Mexico; the real culprit was the capricious Colorado, but it was easier to direct
anger at the Mexicans and to devise ways to stop them from sharing or exercising control over
the irrigation flow than it was to face up to the awesome task of permanently harnessing the
great river.Out of preoccupation with the perceived Mexican threat came the idea of building an
All-American Canal, which would run entirely through United States territory. In 1917 the Imperial
Irrigation District, the corporate entity that had succeeded the ill-starred CDC as owner and
operator of the valley’s waterworks, sent a young lawyer named Phil Swing to Washington to
present the All-American Canal idea to Congress and the Interior Department. Swing was a
shrewd politician and an effective lobbier. He persuaded the Interior Department to join the
Imperial Irrigation District in determining the valley’s water needs and enlisted considerable
congressional support for the proposed canal. The committee investigating the canal scheme
reported favorably in 1919, and Swing, by then a congressman representing the district that
included Imperial Valley, moved quickly to introduce legislation authorizing construction.10Much
to the surprise and discomfiture of Swing and the other sponsors of the All-American Canal bill,
it was defeated, largely because of the opposition of one man: Arthur Powell Davis, director of
the United States Reclamation Service. It seemed to the baffled canal supporters that the
natural laws of politics and bureaucratic self-interest had been ignored, for the Reclamation



Service was the last agency they would have expected to oppose a large water project. But
Arthur Davis was no ordinary bureaucrat, as even a cursory review of his career revealed.11 He
had spent nearly four decades in government service as a topographer and hydrographer for the
U.S. Geological Survey, as chief hydrographer for the Isthmian Canal Commission investigating
the Panama Canal route, and as an engineer for the Reclamation Service since its birth in 1902.
He had masterminded the design and construction of Shoshone, Arrowrock, and Elephant Butte
dams, as well as many smaller dams, tunnels, and irrigation canals, and was without question
the world’s leading expert on reclamation. He was also a rare breed: a selfless visionary, able to
look beyond the narrow concerns and petty politics of the moment and project for the Colorado
River a grand design that would meet current needs and serve future generations as well.The
Colorado was in Davis’ blood; he was the nephew of Major John Wesley Powell, the celebrated
explorer of the river’s canyons, and during his years with the Geological Survey and Reclamation
Service he had come to know the Colorado Basin as well as any man alive. As a young surveyor
and hydrographer he had mapped its mountains and deserts and had measured the flow of its
streams; while he was a supervising engineer in the Reclamation Service, he had conceived a
sweeping plan for developing the entire drainage, from the peaks of Utah and Wyoming in the
north to the Gulf of California in the south. Over the years, as he rose to the directorship of the
Reclamation Service, he compiled hydrographical and geological data on the river and its
course and investigated potential dam sites. His studies had convinced him that harnessing the
Colorado was too complex, costly, and important to be undertaken in piecemeal fashion at the
behest of special-interest groups such as the Imperial Irrigation District. Development had to be
comprehensive, he believed, and only the federal government, acting through the Reclamation
Service, could muster the financial and engineering resources and wield the political clout
necessary to ensure safe, coherent, equitable development of the Colorado and its tributaries.
This judgment was the product of the professional engineer’s careful sifting of data, but there
was more to the plan than cool calculation. Like his famous uncle, Davis was inspired by the
Colorado’s challenge and potential; he saw, in the construction of the interlocking network of
dams, hydroelectric plants, aqueducts, and canals that would blunt the river’s destructiveness
and distribute its benevolence, an undertaking to rival or even surpass in scale and importance
the construction of the Panama Canal.So it was that he torpedoed the All-American Canal bill,
not because he opposed the concept, but because he believed that the project should be
undertaken only as part of a much larger program incorporating flood control, water storage, and
power generation. Congress agreed and ordered the Interior Department to make a
comprehensive study of the Colorado Basin and the problems involved in developing it. The
Reclamation Service, which was a branch of the Interior Department, conducted the study and
issued its findings in 1922. Known as the Fall-Davis Report, the document contained an
exhaustive hydrological and geological profile of the Colorado River and its canyons. A profusion
of charts, tables, and graphs summarized discharge, silt content, evaporation figures,
temperature and precipitation data, present and future irrigation needs, flood-control



requirements, and the storage and power-producing capacity of various reservoir sites. But to
the congressmen, growers, developers, real estate speculators, utility executives, and other
interested parties who flipped through its hundreds of pages, the essence of the report was a
brief recommendation on page 21: the United States should construct, with government funds, a
giant dam “at or near Boulder Canyon” and recoup the construction costs by selling the electric
power it generated to the growing cities of Southern California. Once the dam was in place to
provide flood protection and water storage, the All-American Canal could be built in the Imperial
Valley, but the dam was to be the centerpiece.12Davis’ bold master plan seemed to offer
something to everyone in the Colorado Basin, but the question of exactly how the river’s flow
would be divided remained unanswered. The seven states affected—Wyoming, Colorado, New
Mexico, Utah, Nevada, Arizona, and California—agreed that it was necessary to settle on an
equitable split of the Colorado’s waters before they joined in support of the proposed Boulder
Canyon dam; this was easier said than done, however. A series of conferences on the question
ended in disagreement, and it appeared that a stalemate had been reached. The negotiators
could not decide how much water to allocate to each state, and without such a decision there
could be no dam or All-American Canal.The federal government’s representative at these
meetings was Herbert Hoover, secretary of commerce in the Harding administration. Faced with
a seemingly intractable problem, he hit upon a compromise that neatly sidestepped the sticky
issue of state-by-state allocation. He proposed that the Colorado Basin be divided into two parts:
the upper division would include Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, and New Mexico, while the lower
division would include Nevada, California, and Arizona. The two divisions would share the river’s
water; individual state apportionments could be hammered out later. Each division was allocated
seven and a half million acre-feet of water from an assumed annual flow of at least eighteen
million acre-feet. The lower basin was allowed to take an additional one million acre-feet as
needed, and the remaining two million acre-feet was left unapportioned as a reserve from which
water for Mexico could be drawn in the event a treaty were signed, but which otherwise would be
set aside for forty years. The state commissioners signed the agreement, called the Colorado
River Compact, on November 24, 1922, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, then took it to their state
legislatures to be ratified. All of the basin states except Arizona adopted the compact, and
Arizona’s intransigence was overcome by the simple expedient of declaring the agreement
binding if six of the seven states ratified it.13A major impediment to passage of a bill authorizing
construction of a high dam on the Colorado for flood control and water storage, and construction
of the Imperial Valley’s All-American Canal, had been removed. Congressman Phil Swing and
California Senator Hiram Johnson led the legislative effort by introducing the first Boulder
Canyon Project Act, popularly known as the Swing-Johnson bill, in 1923. Before Congress could
appropriate the necessary funds, however, the location of the proposed dam and reservoir had
to be pinpointed and the approximate size and cost of the structure determined. Toward this end,
the Reclamation Service in 1920 had organized and launched a three-year expedition to explore
the rugged canyon country along the Nevada-Arizona border and find the best site for the giant



dam.As far back as 1902, government hydrographers and geologists had been identifying
potential sites on the Lower Colorado and speculating about the suitability of their underlying
rock formations; now, with the dream of a Colorado River dam nudging ever closer to reality,
speculation about which location would be best had to give way to hard data and precise
calculations. There were three critical factors to be considered in making the choice: the
geological and topographical nature of the site, the water and silt-storage capacity of the
reservoir that would be created, and the location of the site in relation to a railhead that could
serve as a base for the construction activities and in relation to markets for the hydroelectric
power. By applying these criteria the Reclamation Service was able to eliminate six of the eight
sites that had been prominently mentioned. The other two, located only twenty miles apart, were
Boulder Canyon and Black Canyon.14Both of these river gorges looked promising to
Reclamation Service engineers. They were deep enough to accommodate a dam of great height
and narrow enough so that the structure would not be prohibitively wide. They had ample
reservoir areas upstream, were about thirty miles south of the Union Pacific tracks running
between Moapa and Las Vegas, Nevada, and were within economical electrical transmission
distance of the power-hungry cities of Southern California. The final decision, then, would be
based on geological conditions: the strength and stability of the underlying formations, the
hardness and permeability of the rock, and the depth of the silt and gravel deposits that would
have to be dug up to prepare the dam’s foundation. Precise measurement of these features was
vital. Should the dam fail it would unleash a mammoth wave that would crash downriver,
engulfing the towns of Needles, Topock, Parker, Blythe, and Yuma, obliterating the Imperial
Valley levees, and opening a permanent channel to the Salton Sea. The death and destruction
that would be left in the wake of such a flood was almost unimaginable, and with this in mind,
Reclamation Service engineers and geologists approached their investigations of the two
canyons with great care.Preliminary reconnaissance by engineers Homer Hamlin and E. T.
Wheeler in April, 1920, and by Reclamation Service Director Davis and Chief Engineer Frank
Weymouth in November of that year suggested that Boulder Canyon was the better choice
because its foundation rock was granite whereas Black Canyon’s was volcanic tuff. Davis had
enough confidence in this initial judgment to include the phrase “at or near Boulder Canyon” in
his proposal for the dam in the 1922 Fall-Davis Report to Congress. This in turn led to the Swing-
Johnson legislation’s being titled the Boulder Canyon Project Act even though the dam site had
not been selected.A full-scale testing program was begun in Boulder Canyon in January, 1921,
in the face of formidable physical barriers. The gorge, which the Colorado had sliced
transversely through the northern flank of the Black Mountain range, was tight and steep; the
river flowed wall to wall, leaving only a few slender, rocky crescents for men and equipment to
stand on. Not a single tree or blade of grass softened the jagged contours of the canyon’s cliffs.
In summer the constricted space was an airless oven, in winter a frigid wind tunnel.Leading the
little band of explorers into this place was a slight, bespectacled engineer named Walker Young.
Called Brig by his friends, even though he was not a Mormon and had been married to the same



woman for ten years, the 36-year-old Young was a rising star in the Reclamation Service, which
he had joined in 1911 after receiving his engineering degree from the University of Idaho.15
After four years on the staff that built Arrowrock Dam east of Boise, he had moved to Denver to
join the service’s design team, where he remained until he was selected to head the testing
program on the Colorado.The assignment, for all the hardships it entailed, was really a plum.
The Boulder Canyon Project would be the most ambitious government-sponsored civil
engineering task ever undertaken in the United States, and the man who spent three years
directing mapping, sampling, and testing at the potential dam sites was almost certain to be
rewarded with an important post overseeing construction. From there the future was less certain,
but what began with a handful of geologists in the depths of Boulder Canyon could eventually
lead to the highest echelons of the Reclamation Service in Washington.The banks of the
Potomac were far away, however, when Young and his crew bounced along the dusty track that
led from the Mormon farming hamlet of St. Thomas, Nevada, to the gates of Boulder Canyon in
January, 1921. On a gravelly beach just upstream from the canyon cliffs, twenty-eight canvas
tents were pitched for the fifty-eight men of the expedition. A small fleet of flat-bottomed boats,
some equipped with outboard motors but most powered by long oars, had been floated down to
the camp and would be used to carry the men and their equipment to and from work stations in
the canyon.16During the earlier surveys made by Hamlin and Weymouth, five possible Boulder
Canyon dam sites had been identified and labeled A through E. Close inspection by Young’s
party soon revealed that Site C was the best, and probably the only, site where a dam more than
five hundred feet high could be built. This decision made, the crews could begin studying the
canyon’s rock to determine its depth, texture, strength, and durability and to look for geological
features that might affect the stability of the dam’s foundation. Some of the information could be
gathered on shore by examining the canyon walls, but most would have to be collected by
drilling deep into the riverbed and extracting core samples.A Bureau of Reclamation drilling
barge extracting core samples in Black Canyon, February, 1922. The samples were used to
determine the suitability of the underlying bedrock for a dam site. (Bureau of
Reclamation)Attempting to rig stable drilling platforms on the Colorado was like trying to balance
a tray of glasses on the rump of an angry saddle bronc. Outboard motors could not hold boats in
position because of the river’s fractious currents, which rose and fell, curved and swirled, surged
and slackened with alarming unpredictability. There was only one way to set up a work station:
drive ring bolts into the canyon walls, string steel cables across the river, and anchor wooden
barges to the cables. Four 15-foot-wide platforms, each mounted on two 36-foot-long pontoons,
were built and sculled down to the first cable line, where they were lashed into place about 100
feet apart. Fastened to the deck of each barge was a timber derrick from which hung a drill
tipped with a diamond bit. When everything was ready, a ten-horsepower gasoline engine at the
base of the derrick sputtered to life, the drill was lowered, and the rotating bit chewed into the
river bottom. Samples were withdrawn from holes as deep as 200 feet, the last 50 feet of which
extended into solid bedrock.The drillers had not expected their job to be easy, but the full extent



of the difficulties they faced came as a depressing shock. Often, after boring through ten to
twenty feet of soft sediment, they would strike a nearly impenetrable layer of jumbled cobbles.
Painfully slow progress would be made piercing ten, twenty, or thirty feet into this stratum only to
have the drill stick in or between large boulders. There was nothing to do then but relocate and
start over. There was disappointment, too, when the drillers finally broke through the gravel layer
and learned that the underlying granite was badly jointed.As if the delays and frustration that
attended the drilling were not bad enough, working on the barges was extremely dangerous. On
February 22, 1921, less than two months after Walker Young’s party arrived in the canyon, a
storm-spawned surge of water caused several accidents. Two men trying to maneuver alongside
barge No. 2 lost control of their small boat and were thrown overboard when it capsized.
Fortunately they were on line with the barge and were rescued by the drill crew. The next day, a
worker lost his balance on barge No. 1 and tumbled overboard. He grabbed a trailing rope just in
time to avoid being swept to his death.On the morning of February 28, as one of the night-shift
crews was heading upriver toward camp, the motor on its scow suddenly quit. The current
seized the flat-bottomed boat, smashed it into the front of barge No. 3, then sucked it under the
heaving deck and launched it downstream like a torpedo. Three of the four men on board were
able to cling to the barge when the scow struck it, but the fourth was caught in a whirlpool and
dragged beneath the surface. Three hours later, a boat was dispatched to look for his body, but
instead of recovering a waterlogged corpse the searchers found the man, badly bruised and
thoroughly frightened, clinging to a rocky outcrop on the canyon’s Arizona side. Fate was not so
kind in December when a storm swelled the Colorado; one of the barges was torn from its
cables and smashed to kindling and a driller was drowned.17Preparing topographical maps of
Black Canyon was an extraordinarily difficult task. Here, a rodman rappels down the Nevada cliff
face to mark a triangulation point. (Bureau of Reclamation)While the barge crews were
struggling to obtain core samples for the geologists in the Reclamation Service’s Denver
laboratory, the topographical survey teams were having adventures of their own on the rugged
cliffs above the river. Accurate topographical maps would be as important to the dam’s
designers as the geological data dredged from the riverbed, but establishing triangulation points
so that the maps could be plotted turned out to be a surveyor’s nightmare. The cliffs rose a
thousand feet from the water at steep angles. They were pitted with shallow caves and scabbed
by large pieces of flaking rock that gave way at the slightest vibration. Nevertheless, it was
across these treacherous walls that the mapping crews had to go, fixing points and tying them
into earlier surveys. Narrow trails were hacked across the rock, and ladders were lashed
together and used to get from level to level. When all else failed, ropes and safety belts were
broken out and rodmen rappelled to the most inaccessible spots, swinging under overhangs and
into caves, marking control points so that the transit crews above could make readings.The
drilling and survey work in Boulder Canyon was finished in late December, 1921; a year’s
backbreaking labor—minus the summer months, when intense heat forced abandonment of the
camp—had shown that although Site C could be used safely to build the high dam, it was far



from ideal. Hoping for better results downstream, Walker Young moved his party to the head of
Black Canyon, some thirty miles southeast of Las Vegas, and began investigating the two sites
identified there.The Black Canyon survey got off to an inauspicious start. One day soon after the
new camp had been pitched on a wide riverside beach, the wind began to blow. It increased in
velocity as the afternoon wore on, whistling menacingly as it funneled out of the narrow canyon,
sweeping sand up off the beach and hurling it against the billowing canvas tents. By evening the
wind’s whistle had become a full-throated scream, and one by one, the tents tore loose from
their moorings and wafted away before the gale, followed by pots, pans, cots, survey equipment,
clothing, and even the duckboards of the floors. By the time the storm had blown itself out, the
camp had been leveled; it had to be rebuilt and restocked from the ground up.18The diamond
drilling got under way in earnest during the winter of 1922. The upper Black Canyon site was
eliminated, and attention was focused on the downstream site, designated Site D. Drilling was
easier here than it had been in Boulder Canyon; the blanket of silt and gravel covering the
bedrock was thinner and the bedrock less severely jointed. Work was suspended in May
because of high water and blistering air temperatures, but it resumed in September and
continued until the investigations were completed on April 24, 1923.In Denver, Reclamation
geologists and engineers pored over topographical maps, tested core samples, and sifted
through pages of field notes and numerical data. They soon confirmed what Walker Young and
his crew had sensed when they started drilling in Black Canyon: contrary to the preliminary
judgment that Boulder Canyon was the best place for the dam, Site D in Black Canyon was
superior. The jointing and faulting that marred the bedrock of Boulder Canyon were not so
prevalent in Black Canyon, there was less silt and debris to be excavated once the river was
diverted, tunneling through the canyon walls would be easier, and less concrete would be
needed to build the dam because the gorge was narrower. By way of a bonus, the reservoir area
was larger, good sand and gravel beds to provide aggregate for concrete mixing had been found
nearby, and access to Black Canyon via Las Vegas was much easier than access to Boulder
Canyon via St. Thomas.Black Canyon as it looked in 1922. The rocky point jutting into the river at
right center marks the site chosen for Hoover Dam. (Bureau of Reclamation)The data and
observations from the Boulder and Black Canyon field investigations and the results of the
comprehensive studies and laboratory tests were compiled into an eight-volume report
submitted to the secretary of the interior on February 1, 1924. Tentative plans and cost
estimates for a concrete arched-gravity dam were included along with conclusions about the
relative merits of the sites and the recommendation that the dam be constructed at Site D in
Black Canyon.The report was received favorably by both the secretary and the congressional
proponents of Colorado River development, but the shift of focus from Boulder to Black Canyon
created confusion about the location of the dam that was destined to persist through the years.
The Fall-Davis Report of 1922 had mentioned Boulder Canyon as the probable site, so
Congressman Swing and Senator Johnson had followed its lead and labeled the bill they
introduced in 1923 the Boulder Canyon Project Act. The press had started to refer to the Boulder



Canyon Dam, or just plain Boulder Dam, in its accounts of debate on the bill, and by the time the
report identifying Black Canyon as the best site had been made public, the name Boulder had
become so closely associated with the project that it was impossible to change it. The official
christening of the dam—for Herbert Hoover—was still six years in the future, but Boulder
Canyon Project it was and would remain, regardless of where the dam was built.With rough
plans, cost estimates, and two thousand pages of facts and figures about the Colorado River
canyons in hand, Congress was at last ready to grapple with the political and financial
complexities of the Boulder Canyon bill.19 Johnson and Swing had redrafted it several times to
circumvent the objections of various critics and now could muster considerable support; their
opponents were powerful and well organized, however, and determined to prevent the bill from
ever reaching the floor. Leading the attack was the congressional delegation from Arizona, the
only basin state that had failed to ratify the Colorado River Compact. The Arizonans believed
that California was trying to steal their water, a theft that would cripple Arizona’s economy and
choke off its growth. Their position had been strengthened in 1923 when the Los Angeles Water
and Power District (later called the Metropolitan Water District) proposed construction of a 240-
mile aqueduct to carry drinking water from the Colorado River at Parker, Arizona, across the
desert and over the coastal mountains to the taps of two million people in Los Angeles County.
This plan confirmed what the Arizonans long had suspected: California was a water-thirsty
vampire intent on sinking its fangs into the Copper State’s jugular and sucking it dry.Joining
Arizona in the fight against the Boulder Canyon Project was a bloc of eastern legislators who
saw the undertaking as a white elephant that would deplete the federal treasury and in no way
benefit their constituents. Harry Chandler, the wealthy and influential publisher of the Los
Angeles Times, also opposed the Boulder Canyon Project because he feared the All-American
Canal would siphon off water that was irrigating 830,000 acres he owned in Mexico just south of
the Imperial Valley. The fourth head of the anti-dam hydra was the power lobby, championed by
Utah Senator Reed Smoot, which saw the project as an attempt by the federal government to
get into the electric power business in direct competition with private industry.The pro-dam
forces were led by the Boulder Dam Association, a coalition of southwestern business and farm
groups; by Chandler’s rival, newspaper magnate William Randolph Hearst; and by
Congressman Swing, Senator Johnson, and other representatives of the basin states. At first
this group made little headway; three versions of the Swing-Johnson bill were introduced
between 1922 and 1926 and three times the bill was bottled up in committee. Finally, in
February, 1927, it reached the Senate floor, where the full obstinacy of its foes was revealed.
Senator Henry Ashurst of Arizona, determined that the legislation would not come up for a vote,
began a filibuster, aided and abetted by his Copper State colleague Senator Ralph Cameron.
After three days of nonstop fulminating by Ashurst and Cameron, the Swing-Johnson bill was
withdrawn, but the Arizonans’ victory had been costly: their sensational filibuster had focused
national attention on the Boulder Canyon Project, and much of the publicity was favorable to the
proposal and critical of the obstructionist tactics of the two senators.In December, 1927, the



fourth Swing-Johnson bill was introduced. This time the legislation made it to the floor of both
houses of Congress; it passed easily in the House of Representatives on May 25, 1928, but an
Arizona filibuster blocked it again in the Senate. House passage had given the bill momentum,
however, and when the Senate opened its second session in December, cloture was invoked.
The Senate passed the bill on December 14, and a week later President Coolidge signed it into
law.Obdurate to the end, Arizona moved its fight into the courts, but to no avail. The final details
of the six-state ratification of the Colorado River Compact were worked out, and on June 25,
1929, the Boulder Canyon Project Act, authorizing expenditure of $165 million to build Boulder
Dam and the All-American Canal, was declared effective in a proclamation signed by President
Herbert Hoover.While Congress was debating the merits of the Boulder Canyon Project, the
design staff of the Bureau of Reclamation, as the Reclamation Service was now called, led by
Chief Engineer Raymond Walter and Chief Design Engineer Jack Savage, was methodically
researching various dam types. In all deliberations, height was the overriding factor. Rock fill,
concrete arch, multiple arch and gravity, and straight concrete gravity dams were all considered,
but only the massive concrete arched-gravity type was deemed workable for an undertaking of
this size. Based on the principle that concrete stands up better in compression than in tension,
this design called for a structure in the shape of an inverted wedge. It would be thin at the top
and thick at the bottom, presenting a convex face to the immense body of water pressing
against it. The curving arch would transmit the water’s force into the abutments (in this case the
rock walls of the canyon) while the weight of the dam’s base pressed down on the canyon floor.
Two other fundamental requirements added to the design problem: the dam was to be situated
between two transverse faults, approximately nine hundred feet apart in the canyon bedrock,
and the maximum full-load stress was not to exceed thirty tons per square foot.20More than
thirty plans incorporating different variations in horizontal curvature, cross section, and slope of
the upstream and downstream faces were prepared at the Denver office and then subjected to
exhaustive trial load analyses to determine what allowances should be made for various forces
affecting structural integrity. The effects that differing concrete cooling and grouting techniques
would have on the solidity and stability of the huge arch also were considered. Rubber and
plaster models were crafted and put through stress tests at the bureau’s laboratory and at the
engineering laboratory of the University of Colorado in Boulder to check the results of
mathematical calculations. Gradually the number of designs being studied and refined was
whittled from thirty to eight and then to one: a gigantic yet graceful concrete monolith 726.4 feet
high—as tall as a sixty-story skyscraper. The wedge, 660 feet thick at bedrock, swept
dramatically up and out, tapering to a thickness of just 45 feet and leaving a delicate, smoothly
curving crest 1,282 feet long to serve as the bed for a highway connecting Arizona and Nevada.
The dam’s base sat squarely between the two transverse fault lines in the canyon floor, but the
requirement that full-load stress not exceed thirty tons per square foot proved impossible to
meet because of the structure’s height. This deviation from the preliminary specifications was
accepted by the board of consulting engineers that had been appointed to monitor the design



effort, and the final plan, which allowed for a maximum compressive stress of approximately
forty tons per square foot, was accepted as safe.No less ambitious than the dam were the
towers, tunnels, and outlet works accompanying it. The bureau’s scheme called for the Colorado
to be diverted around the dam site through four huge concrete-lined tunnels, two on each side of
the riverbed, running approximately three-quarters of a mile through the cliffs. Temporary
earthen cofferdams, one upstream and the other down, would seal off the construction area for
the duration of the project, preventing water from seeping into the foundation while concrete was
being poured. To prevent a flood from spilling over the dam’s crest when the reservoir was full,
spillways 650 feet long and 170 feet deep were to be excavated, flanking the lake behind the
Arizona and Nevada dam abutments. Should the water level rise dangerously, steel drum gates
could be opened, allowing the runoff to pour into the concrete-paved channels and down steep
spillway tunnels that joined the two outer diversion tunnels, carrying it well past the dam. On rock
shelves blasted out of the Arizona and Nevada cliff faces, twin intake towers 395 feet high would
draw water out of the lake and deliver it, via a network of penstocks, to the power plant at the
dam’s downstream base and to the outlet works in the canyon walls.Longitudinal Section of
Hoover Dam and appurtenant works. (Bureau of Reclamation)Taken alone, any one of the
diversion or appurtenant works would have been a noteworthy engineering achievement, but
combined the mammoth parts formed an absolutely stunning whole. The Bureau of Reclamation
designers knew that the dam, which now appeared only as crisp pen-strokes on their
meticulously drafted drawings, would be the largest in the world, and although it was first and
foremost an engineering work, it also would be a monument to twentieth-century technology, a
symbol of man’s triumph over nature and his ability to shape and control his environment. Thus,
while decisions about size, configuration, and layout were based on hard engineering data, the
opportunity to make an architectural statement was not overlooked. Gordon B. Kaufmann, an
English architect who had immigrated to Southern California in 1913, was hired as a consultant
to advise the bureau engineers on shaping the various facades and adding the subtle detailing
that would create a coherent and compelling style for the giant structure.21In the engineers’
early renderings, the powerhouse looked like an oversized mill, the parapet on the dam’s crest
was incised with a strange decorative motif, and a pair of enormous eagles, wings outstretched,
perched atop the access towers. Kaufmann studied these plans and wisely wiped the slate
clean. Seldom had the architectural mantra “form follows function” been more apt, and the
California architect took it to heart as he worked out a visual scheme that would complement
rather than clash with the engineers’ design.The dominant feature of the dam was its
downstream face, a broad, curving, dizzyingly high expanse of concrete. Attempts at adornment
would only detract from the aura of power that radiated from its smooth, concave bulk.
Accordingly, Kaufmann stripped the towers and observation niches at the crest and had them
rise directly and unobtrusively out of the body of the dam. The slim vertical extrusions would
provide the only embellishment on the otherwise blank face: an orderly series of daggerlike
shadows emphasizing the graceful, unbroken curve from canyon floor to sky.The theme of



power, expressed by monolithic concrete surfaces, was carried through in the powerhouse and
canyon-wall outlet works by eliminating decorative details and emphasizing the dominolike ranks
of evenly spaced vertical recesses formed by supporting columns and windows. The intake
towers on the upstream side of the dam’s crest were sited symmetrically, two on the Nevada side
and two on the Arizona side, and echoed the stripped vertical lines of the powerhouse. Their
tops were given an ornamental treatment, albeit a restrained one: roofs of layered, precast
concrete slabs crowned by glass and cast-aluminum globes. These would be lighted at night,
shedding a soft, candlelike glow on the lake’s dark waters.Last but by no means least,
Kaufmann turned his attention to the spillways, again letting his aesthetic sense be guided by
the engineering function of the twin structures. In times of flood, water would be let into the
spillway channels by raising eight steel drum gates. The long, concrete lips of the channels were
to have smoothly curving surfaces so that the runoff would flow easily down into the wide
sluiceways and then into the gaping tunnels that would carry it through the cliffs and past the
dam. The necessity of giving the channel crests an aerodynamic profile opened the way for
experimentation with the design style known as streamlining. The reservoir sides of the drum
gates were curved to complete the outline begun by the channel crests, and in profile the
concrete piers dividing the gates looked like airplane wings standing on end, topped with zigzag
setback buttresses and adorned with two finely incised lines heightening the impression of
speed. This particular design effect was a great success, for when they were completed the
streamlined spillway piers proved to be the most visually appealing of all the dam’s architectural
elements.Even as the bureau designers were putting the finishing touches on their plans,
complex and delicate negotiations were getting under way in Washington to put the Boulder
Canyon Project Act’s finances in order.22 A key element of the legislation was the provision that
the federal government be reimbursed over a fifty-year period for the huge sums it would expend
on the dam and the All-American Canal. Repayment was to be guaranteed by executing
contracts for the sale of hydroelectric power generated at the dam. Without these contracts,
work on the project could not be started because the legislation specified that no money was to
be appropriated for construction until the promise of revenue sufficient to meet the amortization
payments had been secured. The ticklish task of setting hydroelectric rates that would pay
construction costs, yet be competitive with rates for steam-generated power in Southern
California, and then finding buyers willing to contract for power at those rates, fell to President
Hoover’s interior secretary, Ray Lyman Wilbur,After considerable study and much complicated
computing, a competitive rate was set, and by the time the filing deadline arrived on October 1,
1929, twenty-seven applications for Boulder Canyon Project power had been received.
Apprehension that buyers could not be found was now replaced by concern over how to divide
the power equitably among competing bidders, who were requesting more than three times the
3.6 billion kilowatt-hours the dam would generate. The city of Los Angeles and the privately
owned Southern California Edison Company each asked for all the power produced; the
Metropolitan Water District, which was going to build the aqueduct to bring Colorado River water



to the coast, wanted approximately half the output; and the state of Nevada pegged its needs at
one-third of the generating capacity. These bids, pitting public against private interests and state
against state, formed a political minefield for Secretary Wilbur; it took him seven months to pick
his way through it and award the contracts.Wilbur placed the highest priority on getting more
water to the Los Angeles area, and so the Metropolitan Water District was given the largest
single share of the power, 36 percent, to pump part of the Colorado 240 miles over mountains
and desert to the Pacific coast. The city of Los Angeles was to receive 13 percent of the power,
other Southern California cities 6 percent, and the Southern California Edison Company 9
percent. In the interests of regional harmony, Nevada and Arizona were allotted 18 percent each,
but because neither state was yet in a position to use that much electricity, the remainder was to
be divided equally between Los Angeles and the Edison Company until such time as the states
were ready to absorb it. Los Angeles and Edison would lease and operate the powerhouse at
the dam and would, along with the Metropolitan Water District, finance, build, and operate the
transmission lines linking the dam with Southern California.23With signed contracts worth more
than $327 million in hand, Wilbur asked Congress to appropriate $10,666,000 so that work on
the Boulder Canyon Project could begin. On July 3, 1930, the funds were approved and the
interior secretary ordered Elwood Mead, commissioner of the Bureau of Reclamation, to
commence construction of the dam. Seemingly insurmountable political and financial obstacles
had been overcome, and the final legal hurdle soon would be cleared when the Supreme Court
rebuffed Arizona’s last-ditch effort to have the Boulder Canyon Project Act declared
unconstitutional. Ahead lay physical and logistical obstacles that were no less intimidating. It was
one thing to build the dam with words and numbers in the effete environment of Washington’s
offices and hearing rooms, quite another to do it with concrete, steel, flesh, and blood in the
crucible of the Nevada desert.No one knew this better than Walker Young. Since his expedition
into the Colorado River canyons, he had continued his ascent in the Bureau of Reclamation,
supervising field studies for a proposed saltwater barrier dam at the mouth of California’s
Sacramento River, and construction of an irrigation system in Washington state’s Kittitas Valley.
He had waited patiently for his canyon labors to bear fruit, and in the summer of 1930 they did:
he was appointed construction engineer for the Boulder Canyon Project. As the highest-ranking
government engineer at the dam site, he would schedule and coordinate the activities of private
contractors engaged in the various phases of construction, monitor the quality of their work, and
serve as liaison between them and the bureau. He also would preside over the project
reservation and the construction camp, which was expected to house three thousand people,
and perform a host of other administrative duties. Like a general commanding an army in the
field, Young was to execute the grand strategy handed down from above, but the disposition of
the troops and the choice of tactics would be his for the most part, as would much of the credit
or blame for the ultimate success or failure of the construction campaign.After organizing his
staff and opening an office in Las Vegas in July, Young turned his attention to the first step of the
endeavor: linking Las Vegas and Black Canyon by railroad. Union Pacific was going to lay twenty-



three miles of track from Bracken, a junction seven miles south of Las Vegas on its Salt Lake
City–Los Angeles line, to the site Bureau of Reclamation surveyors had selected for Boulder
City, the dam workers’ yet-to-be-built town. A 400-car switchyard would be opened there, with
sidings running to warehouses and repair shops. The government would be responsible for
extending the tracks another ten and a half miles to the rim of Black Canyon, and from there it
would be up to the contractor to take the line down to river level. Two and half million dollars from
the first Boulder Canyon Project appropriation had been earmarked for railroad construction,
and by September, Union Pacific’s crews were ready to go.The laying of the first ties and rails
offered an ideal opportunity for celebrating the project’s startup, and Nevada Governor Fred
Balzar and Interior Secretary Wilbur decided to capitalize on it. September 17 was selected as
the date. Balzar declared a state holiday, and special trains were chartered to carry notables and
spectators to Bracken for the festivities. For Wilbur the event was to prove especially memorable.
First, his pocket was picked soon after he arrived in Las Vegas, an episode that strengthened his
already low opinion of the town, formed during a stopover there the previous summer. Next he
was hauled off to Bracken to stand in the dust and 103-degree heat while bands from the
Mojave Indian School and the battleship Nevada blared and Governor Balzar, Senators Key
Pittman and Tasker Oddie, Congressman Samuel Arentz, and other dignitaries preened before
ten thousand onlookers. Then, immaculately dressed in three-piece suit, starched collar, and
wingtips, Wilbur was obliged to drive a spike of Nevada silver into a railroad tie, a tricky and
potentially embarrassing ceremonial duty, especially with a phalanx of eager photographers
poised to record every misswing. At last it was his turn to speak, and now the sparks that had
failed to fly while he hammered at the recalcitrant spike were struck, figuratively, by the
conclusion of his short speech: “I have the honor to name this greatest project of all time—the
Hoover Dam.”Instead of provoking the desired ovation, this announcement drew only scattered
applause. As the crowd dispersed there was muttering about the propriety of naming the
structure for an incumbent president and wry predictions that the dam workers’ town would be
called Wilbur City. The anti-Hoover press did more than mutter; Wilbur was blasted in print for his
ignorance and “unapproachable gall,” characterized as “a consummate ass,” and compared to
the Fascist Benito Mussolini for changing the dam’s name by executive fiat. By choosing to
honor Herbert Hoover, he had touched off a partisan political battle that would last seventeen
years, during which the dam’s name would be changed back to Boulder Dam before it was
permanently made Hoover Dam in 1947.24With the driving of the inaugural silver spike out of
the way, the real work of tracklaying could start. It took just over four months to finish the Union
Pacific branch line from Bracken to the Bureau of Reclamation camp at the Boulder City town
site. Lewis Construction Company, low bidder for the contract to build the government’s portion
of the line, then began work on the extension to the edge of Black Canyon. Meanwhile, crews
contracted for by the state of Nevada were grading a twenty-two-mile highway running southeast
from Las Vegas to the Boulder City site. Other road gangs, working under a federal contract,
were building an eight-mile highway from Boulder City to the dam site, and the Southern Nevada



Telephone Company was stringing wires across the desert to connect Black Canyon with the
outside world.As the transportation and communication network rapidly took shape and the
Bureau of Reclamation prepared to advertise the biggest construction contract in American
history, representatives of the nation’s major building firms began turning up in Las Vegas on
informal reconnaissance trips. On January 10, 1931, the specifications and plans—a hundred
pages of text and seventy-six drawings describing Hoover Dam, the power plant, and the
appurtenant works in minute detail—were made available to interested parties at five dollars a
copy. It was announced that bids would be opened at the bureau’s Denver office at 10:00 A.M.
on March 4. Each bid was to be accompanied by a $2 million bid bond and the winner would be
required to post a $5 million performance bond, a huge sum in light of the depressed U.S.
economy and banking system, but in line with the size and scope of the job.Listed in the
specifications were 119 bid items: 3.7 million cubic yards of rock were to be excavated, 4.4
million cubic yards of concrete poured, 45 million pounds of pipe and structural steel put in
place, and so on. The government would provide all the materials entering into the completed
work, such as cement and steel, but it was up to the contractor to furnish all the machinery, tools,
vehicles, and supplies needed to carry out construction. The job was to be finished in seven
years. Deadlines were set for various phases of the work and a schedule of penalties was fixed
for any delays.25Scores of firms hurried to purchase the specifications, but their enthusiasm
sagged when they took a hard look at the drawings and figures and at the government’s rigid
timetable. The number and magnitude of the various tasks—drilling and lining the diversion
tunnels, putting up the cofferdams, acquiring aggregates and erecting concrete-mixing plants,
building the dam and powerhouse, providing living facilities and transportation for the labor force
—presented problems so thorny that many experienced contractors said the job defied estimate.
Those who were not intimidated by the construction program were discouraged by the
comments of their field men who drove out from Las Vegas to look over the Black Canyon site
and reported that the difficulties posed by the project’s size and complexity would be made
worse by terrain and climate. Typical of these gloomy assessments was the comment of B. F.
(“Frank”) Modglin, an engineer working for MacDonald-Kahn Construction Company. After
boating through Black Canyon with a party of colleagues, gazing up at its walls, and thinking
about getting men and machines into it, he said, “It hit us all at the same time, and candidly we
were all scared stiff.” Others reacted with traditional builders’ bravura. “Hell, it was a deep
canyon, but there’s [been] lots of deep canyons, before and since,” said Steve Bechtel of Bechtel
Construction Company.26 But even the most aggressive contractors were brought up short by
the cost of the bid and performance bonds. Quite simply, it was too much money for any one
company to foot alone, and so there began a round of telephone calls, board meetings, financial
audits, and corporate and personal soul searching as construction executives throughout the
nation pondered how they could get in on the job and worried about what might happen if they
did.Among the many builders anxiously weighing the risks and rewards of the Hoover Dam
project and trying to devise a plan for raising the necessary capital that winter of 1931 were W.



H. Wattis and his seventy-six-year-old brother, E. O., founders and chief executives of the Utah
Construction Company, which had its headquarters in Ogden, Utah. Age and illness had made
the once robust and aggressive Wattises ambivalent about the venture: there were no
guarantees that it would be profitable, and they were well aware of other contractors’ flat
assertions that the job was too big, that it could not be done at all, that utter ruin was sure to be
the fate of any organization foolish enough to tackle it. But instincts honed by fifty-five years in
the construction business told them that for all its size and difficulty this job was still like any
other: manageable and therefore profitable. It was a gamble to be sure, but they had gambled
before and most of their ventures had paid off handsomely.It is written in the Book of Mormon,
“Inasmuch as ye keep the commandments of God ye shall prosper in the land,” and for W. H. and
E. O. Wattis this assertion had been amply borne out.27 The sons of a forty-niner whose trek to
California ended six hundred miles short in the Weber Valley of northern Utah, they were reared
in the dynamic, enterprising environment of Brigham Young’s Mormon commonwealth. In 1875,
when William was sixteen and Edmund twenty-one, they left their hometown of Uinta and began
careers in heavy construction, working as teamsters on the Great Northern Railroad and later
the Canadian Pacific and Colorado Midland. Soon they were contracting railroad jobs
themselves, grading beds and laying track, and their business grew steadily until the Panic of
1893 all but wiped them out. While William continued to work in construction, Edmund devoted
his energies to running a sheep ranch that the brothers had established in the Weber Valley,
hoping that land and livestock would provide a solid financial foundation on which they could
rebuild their contracting business.By 1900 the ranch had generated enough cash for the
Wattises to try again, and they established the Utah Construction Company and plunged back
into the rough and tumble of contracting. This time there was no financial panic to strike them
down, and their company thrived, capturing the lion’s share of tunneling, grading, and
tracklaying work in the Mountain West. They paid their tithes, plowed the rest of their profits back
into the ranch, and looked for opportunities to diversify out of railroad construction. In 1917 they
found one: building the seven-million-dollar O’Shaugnessy Dam, a 430-foot-high gravity arch on
the Tuolumne River in California’s Hetch Hetchy Valley. Success with this project encouraged
them to bid on more dam jobs, and this part of their business boomed when they formed a
partnership in 1922 with thirty-seven-year-old Harry W. Morrison, of the Morrison-Knudsen
Company of Boise, Idaho.Like the Wattises, Morrison was an up-by-the bootstraps contractor,
having started his construction career at the tender age of fifteen working as a waterboy for the
Bates & Rogers Company in Chicago.28 In 1906 he joined the U.S. Reclamation Service as an
axman and moved to Idaho, where he was promoted successively to chainman, rodman,
levelman, inspector of timber and masonry, foreman, draftsman, and finally superintendent of
construction, all within five years. His ambition unslaked by this rapid rise in the federal service,
he resigned in 1912 to start his own company. He and a friend named Morris Knudsen founded
the construction firm of Morrison-Knudsen and competed for contracts with Utah Construction
so vigorously that, in his words, “they took me in on the theory that when the competition gets



tough and you can’t beat ’em, then join ’em.”29 For Morrison the alliance with Utah opened the
door to participation in projects that his company was too small to bid on; for the aging Wattises,
the arrangement with the youthful, hard-driving Idahoan pumped fresh blood into their
company’s management and gave them access to Morrison-Knudsen’s most valuable asset: the
services of America’s foremost dam builder, engineer Frank T. Crowe.Within the construction
fraternity, a group not noted for paying deference to anyone or anything, Crowe commanded
respect bordering on awe. He had gained his reputation through hard work, dedication to his
craft, and consistent success bringing difficult projects in on schedule and under budget. His
drive, ingenuity, organizational flair, and physical toughness epitomized the can-do spirit held in
highest esteem by field engineers, and his efficiency, punctuality, and instinctive frugality
endeared him to his employers, who profited handsomely from his efforts. Crowe’s loyalty to the
men he commanded on the job won him a large and dedicated following of construction workers
who went from project to project with him and affectionately called him “the old man,” even
though he was only in his forties. “The best construction man I’ve ever known,” Frank Weymouth,
a brilliant engineer and builder in his own right, said of Crowe. “Nothing stumps him. He finds the
way out of every difficulty. And he is not conceited.”30Crowe’s father, a woolen mill operator who
came to the United States from England in 1869, had hoped his son would enter the ministry,
but mathematics and science appealed more to the young man than did religion, and he entered
the University of Maine in 1901 to study civil engineering. During his junior year he attended a
lecture about the work of the U.S. Reclamation Service and was so taken with the romantic
vision of a magnificent but still wild West that, when the lecture was over, he asked the speaker
for a job. The lecturer, none other than Frank Weymouth, obliged him, and that summer Crowe
worked on a Reclamation Service crew surveying the drainage basin of the Yellowstone River
near Glendive, Montana. Smitten by open western landscapes and the rugged outdoor lifestyle
of the field engineer, Crowe finished his degree requirements in 1905, and without waiting to
attend commencement exercises or receive his diploma, he returned to the Reclamation Service
and the Mountain West.31During the next twenty years the engineer from Maine worked on a
variety of projects in Idaho, Wyoming, and Montana, earning rapid promotion and recognition as
the government’s best construction man. It was at the Reclamation Service’s most glamorous
and technically challenging work—the construction of high concrete dams—that he excelled,
demonstrating both his engineering skills and his managerial and leadership abilities. These
jobs appealed to Crowe not just because of their size but because they put him on the cutting
edge of his profession; dam building was being revolutionized by dramatic advances in concrete
technology and by introduction of motorized earth-moving equipment and pneumatic excavating
tools. In 1911, while working as assistant superintendent of construction at Arrowrock Dam, he
pioneered the development of two forward-looking mechanical methods that would help make
possible a generation of superdams: a pipe grid for transporting cement pneumatically and an
overhead cableway system for delivering large quantities of concrete rapidly to any point at a
construction site. He was constantly devising new techniques for increasing speed and



efficiency and always was on the lookout for equipment that might prove useful. His wife, Linnie,
complained that the most interesting thing he could find on his honey moon in New York City
was a large automatic dump truck that unloaded eight tons of coal into a small chute in a matter
of minutes without spilling a single lump on the sidewalk.32In 1924, after completing Tieton
Dam, near Yakima, Washington, he was appointed general superintendent of construction for
the Bureau of Reclamation, making him responsible for construction projects in seventeen
western states. He looked forward to new field challenges, but a year after he was promoted a
policy change upset his plans: construction work previously handled by government forces now
was to be performed by private contractors. Overnight, Crowe’s status changed from hands-on
builder to paper-shuffling administrator. For a man whose motto was “Never My Belly to a Desk”
and who made it an unbreakable rule never to write a letter more than one page long, this was
an intolerable state of affairs. His experience in the field and his dealings with other government
engineers, such as Arthur Powell Davis, Raymond Walter, and Frank Weymouth, had convinced
him that a new generation of dams, far bigger than any then standing, would rise during the next
decade. He passionately believed that he was the man to build them, directing construction at
the site rather than from an office hundreds of miles away. He was incapable of becoming a
desk-bound bureaucrat; the odor of dynamite and concrete was in his nostrils, the music of rock
drills sang in his ears, and in 1925 he resigned from the bureau and joined the Morrison-
Knudsen Company, which was teaming up with Utah Construction to bid on government dam
jobs.As superintendent of construction for the Utah–Morrison-Knudsen combine, Crowe was
completely in his element: in the river bottoms building bigger and better dams, working
shoulder to shoulder with men whose drive and ambition matched his own. Guernsey, on the
North Platte River in Wyoming, was finished in 1927; Coombe, on California’s Bear River, was
completed in 1929; and Deadwood, on the Deadwood River in Idaho, was brought in in 1930.
With each project Crowe better integrated the mechanized equipment that was coming out of
the factories, refined the construction techniques that allowed him to build bigger faster, and
groomed the cadre of workmen that traveled with him from Wyoming to California to Idaho.The
profits earned and the experience gained on these jobs were satisfying, but Crowe knew that
Guernsey, Coombe, and Deadwood were merely warmups for the biggest dam of all. He had
followed the Boulder and Black Canyon investigations closely, had talked at length about the
proposed dam with Arthur Davis, Frank Weymouth, and others, had even made a rough cost
estimate for Davis in 1919 and worked with Raymond Walter and Jack Savage on the
preliminary designs in the Bureau of Reclamation’s Denver office in 1924. His interest in Hoover
Dam was more than proprietary: it was a burning passion. “I was wild to build this dam,” he said
years later. “I had spent my life in the river bottoms, and [Hoover] meant a wonderful climax—the
biggest dam ever built by anyone anywhere.”33
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SPA 48, “Entertaining and informative. FASCINATING. We visited the Hoover Dam about 20
years ago, took the behind-the-scene tours and was fascinated by the magnitude of, well,
everything there! I read a borrowed copy of this book then which brought an even deeper
appreciation for men behind the near impossible construction of the dam and the complex
support system necessary for a project of this size.I thought about it from time to time over the
years, so decided to read it again recently. This is a very entertaining and well written story of an
American treasure, especially for those of us who have a construction background.”

Donq1950, “A full background of the reasons for and building of Hoover Dam. This book was
really interesting. The author on occasion made attempts to be a bit flowery with his writing, but
his description of all that was involved in building Hoover Dam is in great detail and he obviously
did a LOT of research. I found it particularly interesting living in the Las Vegas area, having
visited the dam on a number of occasions, and visiting Boulder City often as well. This book ads
a lot of color not only to the building of the dam but the political atmosphere as well. I found the
information about down stream very interesting as well, the efforts to control the river, venturing
into Mexico, and the great benefit the dam (and others along the Colorado River) have had on
farming in California.”

Jeffster Diedrich, “Great Book. Excellent book writing style was great. Story was awesome. I will
be looking for more books from this author in the future.”

J. Howe, “Excellent book!. I purchased this book after reading a review about it on someone's
blog. The book presents the fascinating history of the planning and building of the Hoover Dam.
I was particularly struck by the descriptions of the working conditions that the workers endured.
While the text appeared to be fairly dense, it was actually a fast read. The only real complaint I
have about the book is that I think it could have used a few more maps to help the reader get a
sense for where things were. I believe there was one map, and it wasn't very details. If you are
at all interested in the history surrounding the construction of the Hoover Dam I highly
recommend getting this book.”

Stfn, “Wonderful. This book will bring you in the middle of the desert and will make you live the
adventure of one great engineer and great people who in the middle of the depression era will
build the one most complex civil project ever attempted.You will assist to the birth of the city in
the middle of nowhere, you will feel the dangers of the builders working in precarious conditions
hanged on canyon walls , and you will follow the technology advancements needed to create
something that was never attempted.A real masterpiece.”

John, “Very good. An extremely well written tale of the inception and construction of Hoover



Dam. It covers the political aspects, the big business aspects, and especially the human
aspects of building the dam in a time frame that would be virtually impossible today. One cannot
help but marvel about the orchestration of men, material, and machines in close concert as the
construction surged ahead.”

Andrea Harkleroad, “Great gift. I bought this as a gift for someone who wanted to read about the
Hoover Dam.  Great gift, and it came quickly.  Thanks.”

ray, “But it, read it, Love it.. Excellent read. Well researched and wrote. Covers all aspects of the
surveying, prep work and process.”
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